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WHO ARE WE?
#MouvementSJ
Solidarités Jeunesses (SJ) is a non-formal education national 
movement that values voluntary commitment, strong 
political will, and social solidarity as its core principles. Our 
course of action is influenced by our ideal vision of a society 
where progress is social. Respect for human beings and the 
environment is a fundamental and shared value, and the 
freedom to choose, to dream, and to resist is innate and 
encouraged by all.

Our activities are organised for all, regardless of gender, social 
and cultural background, or nationality. Since its creation, SJ 
participates in the construction and maintenance of peace by 
promoting intercultural and international social connections in 
France and abroad. SJ works through participative pedagogy 
which supports initiative and personal commitment, and 
combines the skills of all our volunteers, active members and 
staff.

Solidarités Jeunesses is composed of a National Secretary based 
in Paris, eight regional offices, and one partner association. Our 
delegations host volunteers from France and from all around 
the world for short or long periods of time all year round. 
Furthermore, the partner association and the delegations 
host and provide assistance to young people with fewer 
opportunities, as part of our efforts towards inclusion and 
solidarity. All of our delegations and the partner association 
are situated in unique environments, such as castles, former 
campsites, isolated villages in the heart of the mountains, and 
former factories. These places have all been renovated thanks 
to the work of our short and long-term volunteers, workers and 
permanent staff.

SJ has been working in partnership with national and 
international networks (Cotravaux, CNAJEP, CCIVS, NVDA and 
Alliance) for several decades.

SJ STAFF
Humans behind the e-mails
Matina Deligianni / National Delegate
dn@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Ana Gianni / Deputy National Delegate
dna@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Iryna Tomenko / Outgoing Coordinator – workcamps + MLTV
workcamp@solidaritesjeunesses.org
longterm@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Elodie Caille - Bonnot / Incoming Coordinator – workcamps
workcamp.in@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Frédéric Denat / Inclusion Coordinator
sle@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Anne Boquien / European Projects Coordinator
exchanges@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Noémie Lhoir / EVS Coordinator
ltv@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Tony Goupil / Administrative Assistant
secretariat@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Javier Larios / Communications Officer
communication@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Esperanza Falero / Training Coordinator
formation@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Thierry Courant / Accountant
compta@solidaritesjeunesses.org

and our super cool active volunteers & interns:

Yasmine Salak / Outgoing Officer 
workcamp.south@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Paola Villasuso / European Projects Assistant
impact@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Lorette Vervoort / European Projects Assistant 
(Volunteering teams + GoTeens)
projects@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Cecilia Vasseur / European Projects Assistant
impact@solidaritesjeunesses.org
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REGIONAL 
DELEGATIONS
Global goals 
local impact

Vir’Volt // SJ in Île-de-France  The goal of Vir’Volt association is to boost the 
dynamic of international workcamps for young volunteers in urban and rural areas of the Ile-de-
France region. Vir’Volt wants to mix international participants, young people in social exclusion, 
and local inhabitants. Living together in harmony, where each individual can find his place in the 
group, no matter where he comes from or where he is going, is the motto.

La Maison Des Bateleurs // SJ in Nouvelle-Aquitaine La Maison 
des Bateleurs, which opened 16 years ago in Montendre, organizes around 15 international 
workcamps in the region and several other international activities all year long, to ensure 
multicultural and intergenerational exchanges with active solidarity. You can find long term 
volunteers, permanent workers, and groups of young people who come to enjoy the nice 
environment of the Charente-Maritime region.

Sem&Vol // SJ in Nouvelle-Aquitaine Since 2013, Dordogne has held 
international projects of arts and culture. Following a very positive hosting experience by 
the local population, a branch of Solidarités Jeunesses was created in Aquitaine in 2015 and 
then became a regional delegation in 2016. The goals of this new organization are to: develop 
workcamps and international exchanges, create networks of local partners, encourage mobility 
and youth commitment, and develop artistic and cultural projects in this area.

Citrus // SJ in Occitanie In 2002, Citrus was established in Toulouse, under the 
initiative of a group of young volunteers driven by the desire to develop volunteer projects in the 
Midi-Pyrenées region. In 2012 it moved to Laguépie, a small village 1 hour north-east of Toulouse. 
The association’s various activities bring people to work, mingle, and live together. «Working 
together» is based on the philosophy that unites long term volunteers, employees in integration 
projects, permanent staff, and volunteers on international projects.
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Réseau d’Entraide Volontaire // SJ in Occitanie 
Founded in 1974 by a small group of locals, the REV became the Languedoc-Roussillon regional 
delegation of Solidarités Jeunesses national movement in 1979. The delegation is based out of 
two houses located in the centre of the village of Beauvoisin. The smallest house is a permanent 
home for volunteers, and contains two offices: this is where life takes place in this community 
of discovery and exchange of traditions, habits, moods, and dreams. Since April 2011, the 
REV has hosted small groups to facilitate exchanges between people from different cultures, 
generations, and backgrounds.

Centre de Beaumotte // SJ in Bourgogne-Franche-Comté 
The Beaumotte Center association was created in 1979 on the site of an old factory on the 
banks of the «Onion» river. It is located in the village of Beaumotte-Aubertans, a village of 391 
inhabitants. The nearest towns are Vesoul (25 Km) and Besançon (30 Km). The association 
provides with breathing space for those experiencing difficulty, and a training ground for people 
to develop and test their own abilities. The presence of international volunteers guarantees 
openness, tolerance of differences, and active solidarity.

Le Créneau // SJ in Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes 
The castle of Prureaux is a welcoming place that provides opportunities for everyone to 
participate in projects and learn how to live and work together in spite of linguistic, socio-cultural 
or socio-economic differences, and prejudices existing in society.
This is an opportunity for people from near and far to share the experience of collective living. 
The diversity of the inhabitants of the castle is culturally enriching and teaches people how to 
live together, to exchange their customs and traditions, and to live in respect and tolerance.

Les Villages des Jeunes // SJ in Provence-Alpes-Côte-d’Azur 
Les Villages des Jeunes works towards social integration and participation of all. Its objective is to 
allow people from different social and cultural situations to work together to complete projects 
beneficial to the community. The association runs two international hosting centres near the 
Alps: the Faï farm with its “singing mountains” and the hamlet of Vaunières, an isolated hamlet at 
an altitude of 1200 meters.

Grand-Est // SJ in Grand-Est
Since October 2021, SJ has been based in the Bruche Valley - Vosges Alsaciennes. Five years 
ago, we «found» a house there that was bequeathed to us and we decided to explore the 
surrounding area to reflect on the possible perspectives that this opened up. Located 50 
km west of Strasbourg, the local branch plans, with the support of the national movement, 
various actions: workshops to raise awareness about interculturality in spring and summer, an 
international workcamp in July, a Franco-German youth exchange in August, a workcamp with 
local youth in Europe in the autumn. And who knows, even more ... ! ; )

Neige & Merveilles // Partner association 
Neige & Merveilles became a mountainside hosting and entertainment community in 1994. 
Since 2007, Neige & Merveilles conducts actions in favour of sustainable development, 
renewable energy, development of the mining heritage and local history, improved reception 
conditions, and development of entertainment and leisure practices combining heritage and 
respect for the environment.
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VOLUNTEERING
We love our  volunteers
Volunteering is an exchange, an encounter, facilitated by 
someone who wants to offer his or her time, energy, and fresh 
perspective to a general project of interest. Volunteering is also 
a welcoming community that offers a valuable opportunity for 
the volunteer to learn, to experiment, and to undergo personal 
development. Being a volunteer is not merely an activity, but 
a multi-faceted process brought about by our partnered 
associations before, during, and after the volunteer project is 
completed. At SJ, volunteering does not mean humanitarian aid, 
since we do not deal with emergency situations, but rather an 
intercultural exchange and apprenticeship carried out through 
meaningful initiatives for local communities. Voluntary service 
exists almost everywhere in the world and it is a commitment 
that varies across different countries, cultures, and types of 
projects.

Volunteering brings together diverse communities and separate 
entities, local associations, men, women, youth, and local 
authorities.

Health measures are implemented according to 
recommendations of the French Minister of Health and 
workers organisations and unions. Such as the CNEA and the 
SYNOFDES or PREVENTION BTP.

Safe watering points will be available with soap and hydro-
alcoholic gel. 

Accommodation will be adapted to ensure sanitary 
requirements: individual tents when possible or a minimum 
distance of one meter between each bed in the dormitories 
and collective tents.

GENERAL INFORMATION
La vie à SJ
 » Group Life

Most of our workcamps bring together between 6 and 12 
volunteers of around 4 different nationalities and with an average 
age of 20 years.

The group is responsible for cooking and cleaning, so volunteers 
are asked to bring their favourite traditional recipes!
Adult workcamps are open to +18 years old volunteers and there is 
usually no age limit unless a specific partner has requested one.

 » Qualifications
We do not ask that volunteers have any particular qualifications, 
but they must be motivated to help and open to experiencing 
life as a volunteer in a rural area along with people from diverse 
backgrounds. A basic knowledge of English and French is helpful.

 » Camp Leaders
There will be two camp leaders who will support the group as 
they organize aspects of daily life at the workcamp, such as 
managing the budget, cooking, recreational activities etc...The host 
community often provides a technical leader for specific manual 
tasks in order to guide volunteers in the methods and procedures 
of these tasks.

 » Languages
The language used by the group will be dependent on the group 
itself and on the capacities of each volunteer, but English and 
French are the most common languages used in our projects.

 » Accommodation
Volunteers will be hosted in various types of accommodations, 
including rooms provided by the local association, tents, or schools, 
depending on the project and the region.

 » Insurance
Solidarités Jeunesses provides insurance for accidents and civil 
liability (accidents caused by participants, damages that result 
from the conduct of the insured). This insurance doesn’t cover 
sicknesses that may occur during the stay in the workcamp. Please 
inform your volunteers that they need to have their own insurance 
for travel and sickness.

 » Leisure Time
Solidarités Jeunesses considers workcamps as an environment 
for volunteers to experience community life. For this reason, 
volunteers organize their leisure time activities together in 
accordance with local conditions, group preferences, and financial 
resources (budget planning). Opportunities may vary between 
visiting tourist attractions in the region, discovering the surrounding 
environment, and organising culture evenings with locals, etc... It is 
the responsibility of each volunteer to contribute to a positive and 
lively group dynamic!
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Type:

CONS: construction
CULT: cultural
ENVI: environmental
RENO: renovation
HERI: heritage
FEST: festival
ANIM: animation
SOCI: social

TEEN: teenager workcamp
FAM: family workcamp
MTV: middle term project
TRI: trinational workcamp (OFAJ) 
ESC: volunteering teams (European Solidarity Corps)

Codes for regional delegations: 

S&V Sem&Vol
CRE Le Créneau
CDB Centre de Beaumotte
V’V Vir’Volt
REV Réseau d’Entraide Volontaire
CIT Citrus
AVJ Les Villages des Jeunes
MDB La Maison des Bateleurs
GE Grand-Est
N&M Neige & Merveilles

 » Adult workcamps
No participation fee
Workcamps usually last 2 - 3 weeks
Age limit : 18+ or 17+ for some workcamps
Working hours:  30 hours per week (mornings)
Afternoons are dedicated to cultural, non-formal education 
activities or leisure activities

 » Teenager workcamps
Participation fee for teens: 200 euros that have to be at least 3
weeks before the workcamp by bank transfer for EU citizens or in 
cash upon arrival for non EU citizens.
Medical questionnaire and parental authorisation form have to be
sent to SJ at least 3 weeks before the camp starts. You need to 
bring an original to the workcamp.
Age Limit : 15 -17 years + one workcamp for 12-14 year-old 
volunteers
Working hours: 25 hours per week (mornings)
Afternoons are dedicated to cultural, informal education/
recreational activities

 » Family workcamp
Duration : 1 week
Between 3 and 5 families
Participation fee: 50€ for children under the age of 10, 100€ per
person 11+
Age Limit for children : 5-15, there is no age limit for adults

 » European Solidarity Corps / Volunteering teams
 » open to EU and neighboring countries

travel costs will be partially reimbursed and pocket money will be
provided 

 » Trilateral workcamps
These projects are open to all german organizations and partners
who have already signed the preliminary Agreement of Partnership
Groups should be prepared by the group leader before the project
starts
Group leaders participate in the workcamp as co-leaders during 
the project

 » MTV projects (Adult)
Minimum stay: 1 month
A Skype interview will be organized before acceptance
Age Limit : 18+



Region Code Name Dates Age Type Vols

ADULT WORKCAMPS

BAT SJ01 Living together 11/04/2022 29/04/2022 18+ CULT FEST 6

BAT SJ03 The Aiguille fort 1 24/05/2022 14/06/2022 18+ RENO 12

AVJ SJ04 A Sustainable Path 25/05/2022 08/06/2022 18+ RENO 12

BAT SJ05 Let’s build together 13/06/2022 04/07/2022 18+ CONS 12

BAT SJ06 Free Music Festival 03/06/2022 24/06/2022 18+ CULT FEST 12

BAT SJ08 The Aiguille fort 2 16/06/2022 07/07/2022 18+ RENO 12

CIT SJ09
Discovering an eco-

village
13/06/2022 24/06/2022 18+

ENVI
CONS

8

S&V SJ11 Seasonal cuisine 1 18/06/2022 09/07/2022 18+ ANIM CULT 12

S&V SJ12
From the Dronne to the

hills
18/06/2022 09/07/2022 18+ PATR 12

AVJ SJ10
Historical wanderings in

Clausonne abbey 1
19/06/2022 03/07/2022 18+ RENO 12

V’V SJ15 Festif l’art festival 27/06/2022 10/07/2022 18+ CULT 13

AVJ SJ18 The Demoiselles trail 08/07/2022 22/07/2022 18+ RENO 12

BAT SJ19 Art in Melle 08/07/2022 29/07/2022 18+ ENVI CULT 10

BAT SJ20 Beaufiest’Yval 08/07/2022 29/07/2022 18+ CULT FEST 10

CIT SJ22 The origins of energy 09/07/2022 23/07/2022 18+
RENO
ENVI

12

V’V SJ28
The Pinson mound

redoubt
10/07/2022 30/07/2022 18+

RENO
ENVI

14

S&V SJ85 Seasonal cuisine 2 11/07/2022 29/07/2022 18+ ANIM CULT 12

AVJ SJ33 The Green Theatre 2 11/07/2022 01/08/2022 18+ CONS 12

CDB SJ36 United steps 16/07/2022 30/07/2022 18+ CONS 8

BAT SJ38 2000 years of history 22/07/2022 12/08/2022 18+
RENO

ARCHEO
10

BAT SJ39
Cape to the Island of

Oléron 2
23/07/2022 06/08/2022 18+ RENO 10

CRE SJ41
Journey to the Middle

Age
23/07/2022 13/08/2022 18+ CULT 15

N&M SJ43
The Mercantour Silver

Mine 1
24/07/2022 06/08/2022 18+ PATR 12

AVJ SJ45
Historical wanderings in

Clausonne abbey 2
25/07/2022 08/08/2022 18+ RENO 12

AVJ SJ46
The discovery of an
abandoned village 

27/07/2022 09/08/2022 18+ RENO 12

V’V SJ50
Building an international
and ecological village 2

29/07/2022 11/08/2022 18+
CONS
ENVI

16

S&V SJ51
From the Far West to

the Sixties
29/07/2022 18/08/2022 18+ FEST CULT 12

BAT SJ58
Immersion at Rochard’s

gite
06/08/2022 23/08/2022 18+

RENO
CULT

10

REV SJ61 Save the Noria 08/08/2022 22/08/2022 18+ PATR 12

8



AVJ SJ62
Urban planning in

Orpierre
08/08/2022 29/08/2022 18+

RENO
CONS

12

AVJ SJ65 Calades in Epine 11/08/2022 26/08/2022 18+ RENO 12

N&M SJ74
The Mercantour silver

mine 2
04/09/2022 17/09/2022 18+ PATR 12

N&M SJ75
A new roof for Les

Merveilles
04/09/2022 17/09/2022 18+ RENO 10

BAT SJ76 Building the college wall 09/09/2022 30/09/2022 18+
CONS
CULT

10

BAT SJ77
At the Charentais

washhouse
09/09/2022 30/09/2022 18+ RENO 10

S&V SJ78
The covered

washhouse of Sergeac
10/09/2022 01/10/2022 18+ PATR 12

REV SJ79 The witches’ claw 2 13/09/2022 04/10/2022 18+ ENVI 12

S&V SJ80
The secrets of the
medieval garden

15/09/2022 30/09/2022 18+ ENVI 10

S&V SJ84 Gardens of the world 01/10/2022 22/10/2022 18+ ENVI 12

ESC VOLUNTEERING TEAMS

CIT
SJ/

ESC07
A medieval village 07/06/2022 27/06/2022 18-30

RENO
PATR

12

CRE
SJ/

ESC14
A forgotten heritage 27/06/2022 16/07/2022 18-30 RENO 12

GE
SJ/

ESC26
Back to the playground 09/07/2022 30/07/2022 18-30 CONS 14

CIT
SJ/

ESC27
Another brick in the wall 10/07/2022 31/07/2022 18-30

RENO
CONS

12

AVJ
SJ/

ESC31
Tracing the steps of the
Duke of Lesdiguieres

11/07/2022 01/08/2022 18-30 RENO 11

V’V
SJ/

ESC32
Building an international
and ecological village 1

11/07/2022 24/07/2022 18-30
CONS
ENVI

16

CDB
SJ/

ESC56
On the way to meetings 06/08/2022 27/08/2022 18-30

RENO
SOCI

10

CDB
SJ/

ESC57
St Remix 06/08/2022 27/08/2022 18-30 RENO 12

CRE
SJ/

ESC70
A roof for the ice house 13/08/2022 27/08/2022 18-30 RENO 12

REV
SJ/

ESC72
The witches’ claw 1 30/08/2022 20/09/2022 18-30 ENVI 12

AVJ
SJ/

ESC82
The real story behind

Arzeliers castle
17/09/2022 02/10/2022 18-30

RENO
CONS

12

V’V
SJ/

ESC87
An ecological world 24/10/2022 06/11/2022 18-30

ENVI
EDUC

16

TEENAGER WORKCAMPS

BAT
SJ/

TEEN17
Cape to the Island of

Oléron 1
08/07/2022 22/07/2022 15-17 RENO 10

9



CIT
SJ/

TEEN21
Between dry stones and

rivers
09/07/2022 22/07/2022 15-17

RENO
CONS

15

S&V
SJ/

TEEN23
The ruins of the Abbey

Castle 1
09/07/2022 23/07/2022 15-17 PATR 10

S&V
SJ/

TEEN25
A parc and a theatre for

biodiversity 1
10/07/2022 24/07/2022 15-17 ENVI 15

AVJ
SJ/

TEEN29
Keeping Faï warm 1 11/07/2022 23/07/2022 15-17 RENO 12

V’V
SJ/

TEEN86
Reviving the river 11/07/2022 24/07/2022 15-17 RENO 16

AVJ
SJ/

TEEN30
The Green Theatre 1 11/07/2022 24/07/2022 15-17 CONS 12

CDB
SJ/

TEEN35
Games for all 1 16/07/2022 30/07/2022 15-17

CULT
CONS

15

CIT
SJ/

TEEN42
Meeting beyond the

pebbles
24/07/2022 06/08/2022 12-14

RENO
CONS

15

AVJ
SJ/

TEEN44
The area around the
Vaunierette bridge

25/07/2022 10/08/2022 15-17 CONS 12

S&V
SJ/

TEEN47

The ruins of the Abbey
Castle 2 27/07/2022 10/08/2022 15-17 PATR 10

S&V
SJ/

TEEN49
A parc and a theatre for

biodiversity 2
28/07/2022 11/08/2022 15-17 ENVI 15

CDB
SJ/

TEEN52
Games for all 2 30/07/2022 13/08/2022 15-17

CULT
CONS

15

BAT
SJ/

TEEN53
On foot towards
interculturality

04/08/2022 18/08/2022 15-17
ENVI

SPORT
10

AVJ
SJ/

TEEN59
Keeping Faï warm 2 07/08/2022 20/08/2022 15-17 RENO 12

CDB
SJ/

TEEN66
Games for all 3 13/08/2022 27/08/2022 15-17

CULT
CONS

15

S&V
SJ/

TEEN67
The ruins of the Abbey

Castle 3
13/08/2022 27/08/2022 15-17 PATR 10

S&V
SJ/

TEEN69
A parc and a theatre for

biodiversity 3
14/08/2022 28/08/2022 15-17 ENVI 15

TRILATERAL WORKCAMPS

REV SJ/TRI34 Chestnut in Cévennes 13/07/2022 02/08/2022 15-17 ENVI 12

CRE SJ/TRI37 Tell me about the forest 17/07/2022 31/07/2022 15-17 ENVI 15

CRE SJ/TRI54
Great houses, small

animals
06/08/2022 20/08/2022 15-17 ENVI 15

REV SJ/TRI63
Let’s renovate the

colony
01/08/2022 15/08/2022 15-17 ENVI 12

CIT SJ/TRI64
The grass is always

greener
10/08/2022 23/08/2022 15-17

RENO
CONS

15

BAT SJ/TRI73 From war to peace 02/09/2022 23/09/2022 18-30
RENO
CULT 10

10



BAT SJ/TRI81
History of the Atlantic

coast
16/09/2022 07/10/2022 18-30

RENO
CULT

10

BAT SJ/TRI02 Living books 30/09/2022 21/10/2022 18-30 CULT 6

FAMILY WORKCAMPS

AVJ
SJ/

FAM60
The melting pot Festival 11/08/2022 21/08/2022 5+

CONS
FEST

12

BAT
SJ/

FAM71

The summer vegetable
garden : a family

adventure
23/08/2022 30/08/2022 5+ ENVI CULT 15

BAT
SJ/

FAM83
The vegetable garden :

a family adventure
24/10/2022 31/10/2022 5+ ENVI CULT 10

MTV

BAT
SJ/

MTV16

A rural, reponsible and
international night

market
01/07/2022 02/09/2022 18+ ENVI ANIM 4

11



ADULT WORKCAMPS

SJ01   LIVING TOGETHER   11/04-29/04   CULT/FEST   6 vols    18 + 

Project : Every year, the village of Cercoux organises a week of living together with the pupils of
the pre-school and primary school just before the spring holidays. This year, the Mayor wanted to
add an intercultural aspect to this festival and called on our organisation  Maison des Bateleurs-
Solidarités Jeunesses for this. 

Work : During the first week, you will work with the children of Cercoux, from the nursery to the
primary school, to organise the week of living well together. Depending on your affinities, you will
be  able  to  organise  the preparation  of  dishes with  the children  of  the  primary  school,  or  the
initiation to music and dances of your choice to the children of the nursery and the pre-school. In
the second week, you will work on interculturality and living together with the children who could
not go on holiday. The last week will be more open to the different associations of the territory
(youth associations, recycling centres…)

Accommodation and food : First, you will be living with a local family first, each one of you will
have his/her host family. Then, from the second week onwards, you will be accommodated in the
school where you will have all the facilities at your disposal. You need to bring your sleeping bag.
You will be working at the school but you’ll have a van for your travels through the region. Food will
be provided for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Each meal will be prepared each day by teams except
for  breakfast,  while  respecting the values of  sustainable development  and the culture of  each
person (vegetarian and vegan meals are available upon request).

Location : Cercoux, in Charente-Maritime. 

Leisure activities : You can enjoy many cultural activities such as visiting historical towns like
Jonzac, Blaye, Rochefort, La Rochelle, Bordeaux, among others. You can also take the opportunity
to go hiking in the surrounding forests, or enjoy the good times at the beach on the Gironde coast.

Closest train station : Coutras (33230)

Closest airport : Bordeaux

Time and directions to the meeting point : Coutras train station between 4pm and 6pm. The
campleaders will take you from the train station to the accommodation. 

SDG : 3 Good Health -Wellbeing and 4 high quality education

SJ03   THE AIGUILLE FORT 1    24/05-14/06   RENO   10 vols   18+
SJ08   THE AIGUILLE FORT 2    16/06-07/07   RENO   10 vols   18+
   
Project: Located at the mouth of the Charente river, the Fouras peninsula is home to 3 ports and 5
beaches of the Atlantic coast. The municipality of Fouras-les-Bains and the association Maison des
Bateleurs - Solidarités Jeunesses have wished to renew their partnership in order to continue the
works of rehabilitation of Fort of Aiguille (known as the largest one in France) in connection with a
peace-building environment with international volunteers. In an idyllic setting with a view of Fort
Boyard,  the  project  will  involve  the  rehabilitation  of  the  redoubt  and  the  intercultural  sharing
between locals and young volunteers.

Work: You will work, during 13 mornings about 6 hours each, on the restoration of a new part of
the  northern  facade  of  the  redoubt,  facing  the  Atlantic  Ocean.  You  will  have  the  task  of

12



devegetating the facade and the crownings in order to proceed to dejointing them with lime mortar.
In  addition,  you’ll  do  traditional  masonry  such  as  the  resumption  of  stone  crowns  and  stone
carving.  Also,  you  will  participate  in  raising-awareness  activities  about  interculturality  and
sustainable development.

Accommodation and food: You’ll sleep in a two-person tent. You’ll need to bring your sleeping
bag and a pillow. The camp will be at the Fouras campsite (pool, multi-sports area, WIFI, snack...)
and you’ll have bicycles for your transportation from the camp to the workcamp (15 minutes ride).
Food will be provided for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Each meal will be prepared each day by
teams except for breakfast, while respecting the values of sustainable development and the culture
of each person (vegetarian and vegan meals are available upon request).

Location: Fouras-les-Bains, Charente-Maritime

Leisure activities:  you can enjoy many water activities, such as fishing and sailing with local
clubs. The beach, bike rides by the sea, beach volleyball and other pleasures are to be discovered.
You can also visit museums as well as some cities such as La Rochelle and Rochefort. Your visit
will favour the meeting with locals who are looking forward to seeing you, especially at table for an
international diner party or the Music Festival, among other summer events!

Closest train station: Rochefort (17300)

Closest airport: Bordeaux

Time and directions to  the meeting point:  Camping Le Cadoret  in  Fouras  at  6pm.  All  the
information to get there will be in the project infosheet.

SDG : 11 Sustainable Cities and Communities

SJ04   A SUSTAINABLE PATH   25/05-08/06   RENO   10 vols   18+

Project: Come and discover one of the small perched towns in the South of France, Serres in the
Alpes,  which offers  a magnificent  panorama of  the  medium mountain  range of  the Baronnies
Provençales! The town, leaning against the Pignolette rock, is made up of small shady mediaeval
streets and covered and sloping passages in which it is good to stroll. At the top of this village and
at the bend in the monks' path, is the chapel of Notre Dame de Bon Secours, which overlooks the
Buëch valley. This building was erected in 1730 and blessed in 1732. Partly dug into the rock, it
marries  the  hillside,  on  the  presumed site  of  the  former  chapel  of  the  castle  of  Serres.  The
Baronnies Provençales Regional Nature Park, in partnership with the association Les Villages des
Jeunes and a hiking organisation,  launched an operation to raise awareness and promote the
drystone building technique in 2018.  Elected officials and inhabitants will  be mobilised for  this
operation through restoration actions and discoveries of the dry-stone built heritage (conference,
visit). 

Work:  The "sentier des Moines" (monks' path) winds along the hillside below the chapel and is
supported  by  dry  stone  retaining  walls  and  has  a  stone-covered  path,  called  a  "calade"  in
southeast France. This year, you will rehabilitate a portion of a path in dry stone in order to give
again its initial aspect in a preoccupation with the valorization of the heritage of Serres.
The following work will be undertaken: fishing and sorting of stones, earthwork and construction of
the calade according to  the very  precise  technique  of  dry  stone  construction  (theoretical  and
practical contribution).
The workcamp will be supervised by a professional in dry stone construction techniques. A daily
work of  6 hours is planned.  The pedagogical objective is to discover a traditional construction
technique which does not require any material, except stones from the stoning of fields intended
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for agriculture or recovered from old buildings. Theoretical, historical and practical contributions will
be disseminated. It should be noted that this workcamp is part of a more global action to enhance
the site of the chapel. The population of the village is invited to take part in the work of clearing the
brush and creating a calade on the chapel square.

Accommodation and food:  You will be accommodated in individual tents next to the municipal
gymnasium  of  the  small  town  (1km  walking  distance  from  the  workcamp  site).  A  team  of
campleaders will be present to accompany you in the organisation of the collective life: planning of
the household tasks, elaboration of the menus and preparation of the meals in turn (vegetarian,
vegan and other specific diets are possible), organisation of the leisure activities and the outings.
The purchase of local products is widely favoured. Bring a mattress, a good sleeping bag (the
nights can be cold) and a pillow (to be adapted according to your needs).

Location:  Serres is a small town in the South of France, nestled between the Alps and Haute
Provence (30 km North of Sisteron, 140 km South of Grenoble).  It  has several services: train
station, shops, Provencal market…

Leisure activities: Land of light, scents and flavours, the Baronnies Provençal is a land where the
sweetness of life is combined with the practice of outdoor sports like idleness! Rich in natural and
agricultural heritages adapted to the Mediterranean climate under alpine influence, the Provencal
Baronnies are marked by fragrant, aromatic and medicinal plants: wild thyme, rosemary, lavender.
Near Serres, you can discover many major sites in the south of the Hautes-Alpes: Aujour mountain
and Clausonne abbey, Saint-Genis mountain, the Méouge gorges,  Orpierre site,  the Riou lake
where you can practice many sports activities (climbing, mountain biking, hiking, swimming in lakes
and rivers).

Closest  train  station  :  Serres  (05700).  Access  via  Valence  TGV,  Valence  ville,  Grenoble,
Marseille Saint-Charles and Aix en Provence train stations.

Closest airports: Marseille or Lyon

Time  and  directions  to  the  meeting  point:  Serres  train  station  at  3:30  or  7:30  pm.  The
campleaders will drive you to the place of accommodation.

SDG: 3 Good Health-Wellbeing, and 15 Life on Land
 
  

SJ05   LET’S BUILD TOGETHER   13/06-04/07   CONS   8 vols    18+

Project: Clion-sur-Seugne is a rural municipality in the vicinity of Jonzac, in Charente-Maritime. In
partnership with the Maison des Bateleurs – Solidarités Jeunesses, the Town Hall plans to create
an  intercultural  link  between  international  volunteers  and  locals,  including  children.  Thus,  the
renovation of a common ground will be the justification for starting this joyful meeting!

Work: You will intervene, accompanied by a technical supervisor, on the restoration of a structure
in a land to collective use by the premises. The aim will be to carry out traditional masonry work:
de-jointing, digging joints and then re-jointing with lime mortar. In parallel, the project will take place
with the contact  of  local  children with  international  volunteers  in  order  to  animate intercultural
times. Workshops on interculturality are planned to integrate the community at the worksite.

Accommodation and food: You’ll sleep in a two-person tent, please bring your sleeping bag and
a pillow. The camp will be in a garden, you’ll have a kitchen and toilets, and the showers will be at
the stadium which is located nearby the garden (5 minutes walk). You’ll  have bicycles for your
transportation from the camp to the workcamp (5 minutes ride or 10 minutes by walk). Also, you’ll
have a van for your travels throughout the region. Food will be provided for breakfast, lunch and
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dinner. Each meal will be prepared each day by teams except for breakfast, while respecting the
values of sustainable development and the culture of each person (vegetarian and vegan meals
are available upon request).

Location: Clion-sur-Seugne

Leisure activities: You can enjoy many cultural activities such as visiting historic cities such as
Jonzac, Blaye, Rochefort, La Rochelle, Bordeaux, among others. You can also take advantage of
the surrounding forests for hiking or enjoy the good moments at the beach on the coast of the
Gironde.

Closest train station: Clion-sur-Seugne

Closest airport: Bordeaux

Time and directions to the meeting point:  Clion-sur-Seugne  train station between 4pm and
6pm. The campleaders will shuttle you from the station to the accommodation.

SDG : 11 Sustainable Cities and Communities

SJ06   FREE MUSIC FESTIVAL   03/06-24/06   CULT/FEST   10 vols   18+

Project: Montendre is an attractive town in the south-west of France which, in 2001, saw the birth
of the “FREE Music Festival”, an artistic event of contemporary music, source of development and
local  dynamism,  which  contributed  to  the  cultural  growth  of  this  pretty  town.  The  work  of
international young volunteers, at the heart of the festival, brings a rich intercultural dimension to
the artistic and intergenerational exchange carried by the event. 2022 sees the 21st edition of the
festival!

Work: You'll work with other volunteers in the preparation, setting up and accommodation (camp,
food/rest/volunteers’ areas...) It consists of arranging the park to make it more attractive, and then
you will  welcome the public and help other volunteers with the logistics. After the event,  you'll
participate in cleaning and tidying the place in a friendly atmosphere! Moreover, you’ll participate in
raising-awareness workshops about interculturality and sustainable development.

Accommodation and food: You will be sleeping in dorms for 8 people at la Maison des Bateleurs
in Montendre where you’ll have everything at your disposal (sheets, mattresses, pillows, etc). You
will also have a van for your transportation to the workcamp in Jonzac (20 minutes from the house)
and for your travels throughout the region. Food will be provided for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Each meal will be prepared each day by teams except for breakfast, while respecting the values of
sustainable  development  and  the  culture  of  each  person  (vegetarian  and  vegan  meals  are
available upon request).

Location: Montendre, Charente-Maritime, 75 km away from Bordeaux.

Leisure activities: Between some nice villages in south Saintonge, you'll enjoy the local heritage.
Aside from work, you'll take part in summer activities: music events, night, and local markets to
taste local products. City tours, like Angoulême or Bordeaux and beach days can be organised.
Cognac and St Emilion, two traditional towns of wine, are very close!

Closest train station: Montendre

Closest airport: Bordeaux
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Time and directions to the meeting point: Montendre train station at 6pm. The campleaders will
drive you to the place of accommodation.

SDG : 3 Good Health -Wellbeing and 4 High quality education

SJ09    DISCOVERING AN ECO-VILLAGE   13/06-24/06   RENO/CONS   8 vols   18+

Project : At the gates of the mediaeval village of Verfeil-sur-Seye is an eco-hamlet where about
fifteen people live. What brings them together? The desire to create a place of life and cooperative
exchange, where each one has its place, and in harmony with the surrounding nature. The whole
place  is  built  in  an  ecological  way  and  shared  spaces  added  to  this  environmental  dynamic:
vegetable garden, henhouse, etc.

Work: You will participate in the construction of the future «Maison Commune» (common house) of
the association, intended to welcome visitors and the organisation of socio-cultural workshops of
all kinds! With eco-friendly materials, you will realise the cloth and the coatings of the walls of the
future common house. Framed by the inhabitants of the hamlet, you will learn the techniques of
manufacturing these natural materials and how to use them.

Accommodation and food: You will be accommodated in tents that you will share with one other
volunteer, on a campsite within the eco-hamlet. Dry toilets and showers will be reserved for you.
Mattresses and pillows will  be provided, but you should bring your own sleeping bag and bed
sheets. A kitchen area will also be provided. Breakfasts and lunches during working days will be
shared  with  residents  of  the  eco-hamlet.  In  turn  and  as  a  team,  you  will  be  responsible  for
preparing meals  and managing the place collectively  (cleaning,  shopping,  etc.)  Meals  can be
adapted to specific diets (vegan or vegetarian). 

Location: near Verfeil-sur-Seye, 50 kilometres from Toulouse.

Leisure activities: In the heart of the Aveyron gorges, you can take advantage of the possibilities
offered  by  the  Tarn-et-Garonne:  swimming  in  the  Aveyron,  visiting  nearby  mediaeval  villages
(Cordes-Sur-Ciel, Saint-Antonin-Noble-Val), hiking in the Bonant valley, etc. Discover the village of
Verfeil-sur-Seye and its bubbling activity at the dawn of summer: game library, associative café,
game night,  etc.  Accompanied by two campleaders,  you will  have the opportunity to meet the
inhabitants  and  discover  the  Occitania  region  through  their  eyes.  In  the  evenings  and  on
weekends, go to discover the territory, or let yourself be carried by your imagination to organise a
barbecue, a kayak on the gorges of the Aveyron, a folk ball and  to open up to the population…!
Finally, you will organise a large international meal open to everybody, in order to share with the
inhabitants and visitors passing through the specialties from your culture.

Closest train station : Lexos (Varen, 82330).

Closest airport: Toulouse.

Time and directions to the meeting point  :  Lexos train station between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Campleaders will make shuttles between the station and the accommodation.

SDG: 11 Sustainable Cities and Communities
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SJ11   A SEASONAL CUISINE 1  16/06-07/07   CULT   12 vols   18+ 
SJ85   A SEASONAL CUISINE 2  11/07-29/07   CULT   12 vols   18+ 

Project: Cooking outside,  from A to Z,  involves making work plans,  setting up a structure for
shelter,  peeling vegetables and cooking dishes from here and elsewhere.  You will  be the first
volunteers welcomed to our  new reception area and you will  participate in  the  creation of  an
outdoor kitchen for our summer receptions, but also to mark our arrival in the village by offering
good meals and activities to inhabitants. 

Work: You will be in charge of creating an outdoor kitchen and a camping area in the courtyard
and garden of the former rectory of Cause de Clérans. You will also have the opportunity to do
small carpentry and earthworks, small plantings and landscape maintenance. Times around food
for  the  inhabitants  will  be  organized  to  enhance  interculturality.  The  work  will  take  place  on
weekday mornings.

Accommodation and food: You will stay in a tent in the garden next to the reception area, with
access to the toilets and showers of the place. Individual tents or for two will be provided, as well
as ground mattresses. Remember to bring your duvet and a pillow. You will prepare menus and
meals together,  taking into account the season, everyone's needs and the pleasure of sharing
together. 

Situation: You will be welcomed at our place of residence where long-term volunteers live all year
round. On the edge of the village of Cause de Clérant, you will be in a rural environment and will
meet  the inhabitants of  the sector.  You will  also have the opportunity to go and participate in
cultural events in Bergerac, about fifteen kilometers away. 

Leisure  activities: You will build your activity program together, based on the possible outdoor
activities around us. 

Closest train station: Mouleydier, 24520. 

Meeting point : We will be waiting for you around 5 p.m. at the station, located about 5 km from
the site. 

Closest airport: Bordeaux – Mérignac.

SDG : 11. Sustainable cities and communities and 12. Responsible consumption and production 

SJ12   FROM THE DRONNE TO THE HILLS  13/06-03/07   ENVI   12 vols   18+

Project : Come and highlight the small heritage of a rural town between beautiful rivers and hills.
The municipality of La Roche Chalais is hosting an international workcamp of volunteers for the
fourth year: after carrying out paths which connect the village to the river and redeveloped the
banks  of  the  river  we continue  to  work  on  the heritage and natural  spaces of  the  village.  In
connection with the various political, cultural and technical actors of the territory, this camp will
bring you to meet a rural territory and to participate to its dynamism. It will also be an opportunity to
participate in a broader program of support for the integration of refugees in this territory through
voluntary actions. Indeed, a group of local inhabitants mixing “original” inhabitants and newcomers
will participate with you at the different times of the construction site, helping to break down the
labels and stereotypes around migration and to enhance their involvement in this territory.
All these different local people and the regulars of the campsite where you will be accommodated
will offer you many ways to participate in local life: meals, activities with the children of the school,
local  associations...  You  will  discover  the  hospitality  of  the  population  and  the  charm  of  the
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landscapes and local heritage, by organizing with the other volunteers and leaders your program of
activities.

Work : The workcamp will be composed of various works of environment and enhancement of the
built  and natural heritage (maintenance of sports course, approaches to a pond, restoration of
wash  houses  and  calvairres,  ...)  You  will  work  in  various  spaces  in  and  around  the  village
frequented daily by the Chalaisiens. to improve their living environment. You will be on the worksite
in the mornings and discover the surroundings and collective life in the afternoons.

Accommodation and food : You will be welcomed at the municipal campsite, very comfortable!
Sleeping under tents, camp beds provided. Remember to bring your duvet and a pillow. A covered
dining area is reserved for you, with a kitchen where you can prepare good food in turn. 

Location  :  La Roche Chalais is located on the Greenwich meridian, at the crossroads of four
departments and 70 km from Bordeaux, Périgueux and Angoulême. 

Leisure  activities:  You will build your activity program together, based on the possible outdoor
activities around us.  

Closest train station: Saint-Aigulin station (17360)

Meeting point : let’s meet on the 18th June in the late afternoon at Saint-Aigulin station (17360).

Closest airport: Bordeaux – Mérignac.

SDG: 1 No poverty and 10 reduce inequalities 

Special requirements: you will often work with your feet in the water, bring suitable boots and
clothing ! 

SJ10   HISTORICAL WANDERINGS IN CLAUSONNE ABBEY 1   19/06-03/07   RENO   10 vols
18+

Project: Participate in the valorisation of a historic site at the heart of idyllic mountain landscapes !
Join us and come discover l’Abbaye de Clausonne and its natural environment at 1140 metres of
altitude!
It is in the XII century that the Abbaye sees the day. After multiple periods of deconstruction and of
reconstruction over the centuries, in the 20th century, it became an agricultural building, which was
abandoned in the 1950s. It is in 1994 that the association of friends of Abbaye of Clausonne was
created to conserve the vestiges of this exceptional architecture, on an exceptional site.  Since
then, the association wanted to make this place a place of discovery, learning and knowledge.

Work:  Do you want  to  learn  ancient  techniques  of  masonry,  the  use of  ancient  material  and
ecology? This year, we will work to continue the masonry in stone, on the ancient sheep herding, in
order to make it, in a few years, a room for cooking, storing tools, etc. We will continue as well to
work on putting value in the site and hiking trails. And if the time allows, we will participate in the
construction of stone stairs in the sheepfold with the help of masons that wil there to transmit their
knowledge! The work represents 30h in a week. The nights and weekends are free for activities
that you will choose to organise together.

Accommodation and food: You will be accommodated in individual tents directly on Clausonne
spot. Dry toilets, a kitchen and showers will be available. A barnum will be set up and will be your
common space under cover. There is no WIFI. But you will meet people from all over the world!
You will take turns cooking, so that we can taste several specialties! Here, we are careful about
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what we eat. To reduce our impact on the planet, we try to eat a maximum of local products and we
eat  meat  twice  a  week.  The  collective  life  is  organised  together:  organisation  of  the  menus
(vegetarian, vegan and other specific diets are possible), shopping, activities, etc. Bring a mattress,
a good sleeping bag (the nights can be cold) and a pillow (to be adapted to your needs).

Location: The Abbey of Clausonne, 5 km from the village of Le Saix, is 15 km away from the first
town, Veynes. Once or twice a week, we organise some shopping trips with our vehicles!

Leisure activities:  You will  be in an exceptional setting to discover the pleasures of mountain
hiking,  its rivers,  its lakes,  the farmers and producers markets,  the festive nights organised in
surrounding villages. In group, you will decide activities and discovery outings that you wish to set
up. The hosting centre usually organises one musical evening per week with homemade wood-
fired pizzas.

Closest train station:  Veynes Dévoluy (05400), the meeting times are generally between 4pm
and 6pm at the station

Closest airports: Marseille, Lyon

Closest airport: Bordeaux

Time and directions to the meeting point: Veynes Dévoluy train station between 4pm and 6pm.
The organisers will make shuttles between the station and the place of accommodation.  

SDG : 11 Sustainable Cities and Communities

SJ15   FESTIF L'ART FESTIVAL   27/06-10/07   CULT   13 vols   18+

Project: The Festif l'Art is a festival of contemporary music created in 2008 and organised by the
members of association Asso Siffl'Art. It aims at favoring access to culture to  a large  number of
people, so the festival proposes concerts with a wide range of styles (pop-rock, reggae, electro...)
and various shows and workshops: painting walls, circus, chill-out, trash art... The association also
applies a price policy based on donation. Each year the Festif l'Art follows a theme in order to
encourage the public imagination. The association wants to host for the first time an international
workcamp, in order to develop the intercultural dimension of the festival and also to support the
organisation team.

Work: You will collaborate with the members of the association in order to install, organise and
dismantle the festival.  You will  be involved in different tasks: wood and building work, cooking,
helping the Green team to organise eco-friendly practices,  material  installation and decoration.
During the festival you will also be able to help with the service and some activities for children.
Working hours will vary, depending on the festival activities. However, time slots will be reserved
for leisure activities.

Accommodation and food: You will sleep in collective tents near the festival place and near the
camping area for the members of the association. Please bring a sleeping bag with you. Some
bathrooms and showers are close to the camp site. Food will be provided and cooked by teams of
volunteers and association members.

Location: The festival is organised in the town of Chauconin-Neufmontiers which is located 40 km
east from Paris.
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Leisure activities: During your free time, you will have the possibility to visit the town of Meaux,
the local cultural heritage, and to enjoy the local activities organised in summer. Free-time activities
will be organized collectively, depending on the wishes of the group and the available budget.

Closest train station: Meaux train station 77100.

Closest airports: Paris Roissy Charles de Gaulle airport, Paris Orly and Paris Beauvais.

Time and directions to the meeting point: Meaux train station between 2pm and 4pm

Observations: This project should not be seen as a sightseeing trip to Paris. If you wish to visit
Paris, you should arrive some days before or leave some days after the dates of the workcamp.

SJ18 THE DEMOISELLES TRAIL 08/07-22/07 RENO   12 vols 18+

Project : Come and enjoy a workcamp in the village of Rémollon in an atypical setting. Rémollon is
located on the banks of the Durance river near the Serre-Ponçon lake, one of the largest artificial
lakes in Europe. Rémollon by its specific geographical situation benefits from an agricultural zone
exploited for the culture of the vine. It is there that wine is produced in the Hautes-Alpes and that
the Maison des Vignerons was recently created. In the continuity of this project of the House of the
Winegrowers, the commune of Rémollon wishes to develop a labeled tourist path to link the history
of the vineyard to the capped Demoiselles which overhang the village. The Demoiselles coiffées
are spectacular geological formations due to rain and torrential erosion, and recognizable by their
shape of high columns topped by a rocky cap.
The commune of Rémollon in partnership with Les Villages des Jeunes wishes to begin work on
renovating the trail in order to enhance its history and ancient built heritage.

Work: Do you want to learn ancient masonry techniques and to register your action in accordance
with the objective 12 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of sustainable consumption and
production? How to use ancient and ecological materials?
You will work on a retaining wall on the path that leads to the Capped Demoiselles. Some areas of
the wall have collapsed. You will have to clear the stones one by one so that you can reposition
them after cleaning the areas. Once these gaps are rebuilt, you will take over the copings (stones
that  come  on  top  to  finalize  the  wall)  which  will  eventually  be  sealed  with  lime  mortar.  This
workcamp will give you an introduction to dry stone masonry techniques that a technical supervisor
will teach you.

Accommodation and food: You will be accommodated at the Ecolodges des 3 lacs campsite in
the commune of Rochebrune opposite the village of Rémollon. Everyone will have their own tent. A
bungalow will be available to prepare meals and a marquee will allow the group to meet to share
meals,  play  games...  You  will  take  turns  in  the  different  missions  of  daily  life  according  to  a
schedule that you will define with the animation team and that will accompany you to carry them
out. These missions are to make sure that the camp is clean, to elaborate the menus (vegetarian,
vegan and other possible specific diets) and do the shopping (local products preferred), to prepare
the meals for the group, to organize the leisure activities and the outings. The meals will be shared
by all the people present on the farm. Bring a mattress, a good comforter (nights can be cold) and
a pillow (to be adapted according to your needs).

Location:  Rémollon  is  15km from Gap  in  the  south  of  the  Hautes-Alpes  department,  at  the
gateway to the Ubaye valley.

Leisure  activities  :  You  will  take  advantage  of  the  natural  environment  of  Rémollon  and  in
particular  of  the  numerous places of  bathing very easily  accessible,  like  the 3  lakes in  direct
proximity or the lake of Serre-Ponçon or the Durance. You will  have the leisure to hike in the
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surrounding massifs and will be able to initiate you to many mountain sports (via ferrata, climbing,
canoeing etc.).

Closest train station : You can arrive by train from Grenoble or Marseille directly to the Gap train
station. Carpooling is also possible, think of consulting the offers. The meeting times at the Veynes
train station will be communicated to you on the route map (no times available at this time).

Closest airports : Marseille and Lyon

SJ19   ART IN MELLE   08/07-29/07    ENVI/CULT   10 vols   18+

Project:  For many years, the municipality of Melle has been working hard for the respect of the
environment. It is therefore committed to safeguarding and enhancing biodiversity. This year, the
municipality is committed to developing the multi-activity space in the city center,  between the
social center, the housing center and the media library. Thus, interculturality will be lived closer to
the premises with awareness-raising activities aimed at the community's commitment to the values
of interculturality and international solidarity.  Your actions will be in accordance with the objective
11 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of sustainable cities and communities. 

Work:  You  will  have  several  missions  within  this  construction  site:  the  creative  and  artistic
development  of  green  spaces,  urban  furniture  and  sports  structures.  Finally,  you  will  be
encouraged to participate in local life, in particular through the organization of evening concerts
and July  14 festivities.  You will  lead intercultural  awareness workshops for  the general  public,
where your theatrical skills and commitment will be highlighted. You will work around 5 hours per
morning, and sometimes in the evenings to help with the concerts’ organisation.

Accommodation and food : In a tent, in the municipal campsite with a tivoli (large tent) available
and all  facilities (refrigerator, gas cooker, kitchen utensils, etc.). You must come with your duvet
and pillow. You will have a vehicle available for all mobility in the region. Food will be provided for
breakfast,  lunch  and  dinner  (you  have  a  food  budget  which  the  facilitators  will  manage  and
communicate with you throughout the work). The meals will be prepared, in turn, by you, especially
for lunch and dinner while respecting environmental values and local resources, as well as the
culture  of  each  and  everyone  (hot  and  cold  dishes  as  well  as  vegetarian  and  vegan  will  be
prepared).

Location:  Melle,  department  of  Deux-Sèvres,  60  km from  the  sea,  between  Poitiers  and  La
Rochelle.

Leisure:  Outside construction time,  you will  take part  in  concerts,  shows and summer events
which are numerous in the town! You can also visit historical, cultural and tourist sites that make
the charm of our region.

Closest train station: Niort (79,000)

Closest airport: Bordeaux (33000)

Time and directions to the meeting point:  Niort  train station between 4p.m. and 6p.m. The
facilitators will shuttle between the station and the place of accommodation.

SJ20   BEAUFIEST'YVAL   08/07-29/07   CULT/FEST   10 vols   18+

Project  : The Beaufiest'Yval is a festival of live shows and entertainment for all families and all
ages. It is held in the park of Beaufief (in Mazeray), in a unique setting of 8 hectares, in Charente-
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Maritime. This festival is organized by the Beaufief Leisure Center association, an association that
works to set up a real animation of local life and promote openness to interculturality for all. This
festival  is  an  exceptional  opportunity  to  live  together  with  a  moment of  sharing  and  artistic
conviviality. A long-time partner, the shipyard will celebrate its 6th anniversary at the heart of the
11th edition of the festival, which is a great success.  Your actions will be in accordance with the
objectives 4 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of quality education. 

Work : You will work with volunteers, children and young people from the Beaufief leisure center,
preparing and setting up the festival. The work will consist of developing the park and making it
attractive, helping to set up the tents, stages and stands. In addition, you will organize activities
with the children of the leisure center in parallel with the installation. During the festival, you will be
required to welcome the public, help volunteers and you will have the chance to participate in an
open stage. After the event, you will help clean up and tidy up the site. Activities, games, sharing
and living together will enrich this intercultural experience! You will also have the opportunity to put
on a small show within the festival. You can also come with costumes, instruments or juggling to
give color to the festival.

Accommodation and food: You will stay in tents with two individual places, in an 8-hectare park
which is the site of the Beaufief leisure center in Mazeray. There will be showers, a kitchen and a
common area for meals. You must come with your duvet and pillow. You will have at your disposal
bicycles to ride around the city and the surroundings. Food will be provided for breakfast, lunch
and dinner (you have a food budget which the facilitators will manage and communicate with you
throughout the work). The meals will be prepared, in turn, by you, especially for lunch and dinner
while respecting environmental values and local resources, as well  as the culture of each and
everyone (hot and cold dishes as well as vegetarian and vegan will be prepared).

Location: Mazeray, Charente-Maritime, one hour from La Rochelle

Leisure Activities:  Volunteers from the Beaufief leisure center will offer you activities aimed at
immersing  you  in  local  life  and  you  will  discover  the  cultural  and  heritage  richness  of  the
surroundings (castle, abbeys, arboretum, etc.). You can also enjoy hiking around this somewhat
isolated corner of modernity.

Closest train station : Saint-Jean d'Angély (17400)

Time and directions to the meeting point: Saint-Jean d'Angély station between 4 p.m. and 6
p.m. The facilitators will shuttle betweenthe station and the place of accommodation.

SJ22   THE ORIGINS OF ENERGY   09/07-23/07   RENO/ENVI   12 vols   18+

Project :  Since 2002, the Citrus association has been organising international workcamps in the
Tarn-et-Garonne region. Each year, dozens of volunteers from all  over the world take part in a
technical work camp of public interest, in the heart of a village. This year, it is in the village of
Golfech, at the doors of Tarn-et-Garonne, that you will participate in an international workcamp and
give life  to  the  values of  Solidarités Jeunesses,  such as  promoting peace,  interculturality  and
meeting! The city of Golfech host since 1991 a nuclear power station which produces around 50%
of the energy in Occitanie. This workcamp will be the place to think about the origins of the energy
we use every day and some habits in the differents countries. Your actions will be in accordance
with the objectives 3, 4 and 7 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of good health and well-
being, quality education and affordable and clean energy.

Work :  You will take part  in a mural fresco in the heart of the town ! Guided by the local artist
Helder Batista, you will create its pattern with the local youth, inspired by the cultural identity of the
area. You will learn the technics of mural art. Therefore, one of your mission will be to connect with
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the  local  population  in  order  to  realize  this  collective  work.  The  technical  work  will  take
approximatively 30 hours per week (6 hours per day, 5 days a week).

Accommodation and food : You will sleep in a dormitory in a community hall, really close to the
work site. Mattresses will be provided, you only need to bring your sleeping bag. A shower and
toilets are on site, and a kitchen and living room will be available nearby. There will be no washing
machine  available.  
Every day, a team of volunteers will cook meals for the whole group, according to menus that you
will  have chosen collectively.  Special  attention  will  be  paid  to seasonal  and local  food.  Some
arrangements for special diets can be made with the group leaders.

Location: Golfech, 20km away from Agen. 

Leisure activities: In the department of Tarn-et-Garonne, you will enjoy the many opportunities of
the area : swimming in the river, hiking in medieval villages (Lauzerte, Aurillac, …), and so on.
Guided  by  two  campleaders,  you  will  meet  the  inhabitants  and  share  with  them  this  unique
experience! You will organise workshops with local inhabitants to discuss about renewable and non
renewable energies. In the evenings and at weekends, let your imagination run wild and organise a
barbecue, a karaoke night, a folk dance, etc. Finally, you will organise a big international meal,
open to all, in order to share specialities from your culture with the inhabitants and visitors.

Closest train station :  Valence d'Agen (82000).

Closest airport : Toulouse-Blagnac (31 000)

Time and directions to the meeting point:  At 6PM, campleaders will pick you up at Valence
d’Agen train station.

SJ28   THE PINSON MOUND REDOUBT   10/07-30/07   RENO/ENVI/SOCI   14 vols   18+

Project: The Pinson Mound Redoubt is a military fortification dating from the late 19 th century
which used to protect  the city of  Paris.  It  was stocked with armaments and supplies such as
gunpowder, alongside many artillery pieces. Nowadays, the towns surrounding the fort are working
together to give a new life to the site. The redoubt will become a place for meeting up, leisurely
strolls,  cultural  and  ecological  events.  Since  10  years  ago,  international  workcamps  have
contributed to the renovation and management of the site. This allows youths from 4 neighboring
towns  and  international  volunteers  alike  to  meet  and  work  together  to  transform  the  area.
Furthermore, a beekeeping organisation and amateur winegrowers will also participate in giving
the  Pinson  Redoubt  a  second  life.  Your  action  will  be in  accordance  with  the objective 4 of
sustainable development (UN) in favor of quality education.

Work: The meetup between volunteers and the local youth is one of the main objectives of the
project. This year, you will participate in continuing existing work alongside local town youths.
- Restoring part of an original outer wall. (Removing vegetation and rebuilding the top of the wall,
using simple stone masonry work to build a cover for the top to prevent further damage.
-  Setting  up a  pedagogical  path about  local  animals and plants,  for  the people wwlaking and
enjoying the place later on.
- Renovating wooden stairs which allow people going for walks to explore freely in the hills around
the site.
- Restoring original metal grills, which protect the entrances and the windows of rooms and stone
corridors, some of which were dug on the redoubt itself.
During the project you will work alongside neighboring town youths., as well as share meals and
organise leisure activities with them. Plenty of opportunities to make. You will work in the morning,
the afternoon will be reserved for leisure activities.
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Accommodation and food: You will  sleep on inflatable mattresses in dormitories in a leisure
centre. You will need to bring a sleeping bag. Food will be provided and cooked in turns by mixed
teams of  volunteers and local young people.  One kitchen is  located at  the leisure center and
another kitchen for lunches is located in the fort. Showers are available in the leisure center.

Location: The town of Montmagny is located 15 km North of Paris. The fort is located at the top of
a small hill in the middle of a 110 hectare regional park, near some urban areas. 

Leisure activities: During the workcamp you will be able to take part in cultural outings and social
exchanges organised with local partner associations in order to create more connections between
international  volunteers  and  local  young  people.  Other  free-time  activities  can  be  organised
collectively, depending on the wishes of the group and the available budget.

Closest train station: Pierrefitte-sur-Seine train station, 95380

Closest airports: Paris Roissy Charles de Gaulle, Paris Orly and Paris Beauvais.

Time and directions to the meeting point:  Pierrefitte-sur-Seine train station between 2pm and
4pm.

Observations: This project should not be seen as a sightseeing trip to Paris. If you wish to visit
Paris, you should arrive some days before or leave some days after the dates of the workcamp.

SJ33   THE VAUNIERETTE BRIDGE 2   11/07-01/08   CONS   12 vols   18+ 

Project:  Participate  in  the  development  of  a  workshop  for  young  and  old,  professionals  and
neophytes, sounds interesting, doesn't it? Join us and come discover the Hameau de Vaunières
and its natural setting at 1173 meters above sea level ! Vaunières, a hamlet unlike any other ! Lost
at the end of the Buëch valley, at the heart of the Hautes Alpes, the association Les Villages des
Jeunes has managed, organized, and renovated the residential center of Vaunières since 1964 !
Vaunières was a former small mountain village that today has become a sort of launching pad for
local youth and adults,  but it’s  also a venue used to host French and international volunteers.
Vaunières is a vacation destination for many families, tourists, and constituent groups who come to
take advantage of  the calm mountain  atmosphere and the dynamics of  the environment.  The
workcamps that we organize at Vaunières with volunteers from all countries allow us to reinforce
the cultural diversity of our engagement and make this site a place that is open to the world, where
people of all ages and of all social and cultural backgrounds agree to meet each other and work
together while participating in life within a community. The activities at the Faï farm are in line with
several objectives of sustainable development by a responsible consumption and production, by a
functioning  which  wants  to  be  equal  for  each  person  present,  by  an  attention  brought  to  a
participative education of quality and this since its origin and also the wish to take part  in the
wellbeing and the good health of the people. We hope that you too, a volunteer from France or
abroad, will come with this spirit of openness and collaboration that fuels our project !

Work:  This summer's  construction  sites will  all  be working to rebuild  a  bridge over  the small
Vaunierette river. This bridge was built in the year 2000 and had begun to deteriorate seriously. At
the end of last summer, the team dismantled it  for safety reasons. This year,  we invite you to
participate in its total reconstruction. The first step will be to dismantle the central stone pillar which
is in danger of collapsing into the river. After that, the preparation work of the wooden structure will
be done. The technique that will be used is very common in the construction of bridges and aircraft
fuselages. It is the triangulated or lattice system which consists in assembling each section so that
a good balance of stresses is respected. And it promises a pretty cool result...
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Accommodation and food: Accommodation will be in individual tents, which we provide, as well
as mattresses, on the camping areas of the hamlet of Vaunières, with access to showers, toilets,
and the kitchen. There is no WIFI. But you will meet people from all over the world! You will take
turns cooking, so that we can taste several specialties! Here, we are careful about what we eat. To
reduce our impact on the planet, we try to eat a maximum of local products and we eat meat twice
a week. The collective life is organized together: organization of the menus (vegetarian, vegan and
other specific diets possible),  shopping, activities, etc.  Bring a mattress, a good comforter (the
nights can be cold) and a pillow (to be adapted to your needs).

Location: Le Hameau de Vaunières, 6km from the village St Julien en Beauchêne, is 23km away
from the main city, Veynes. Grocery shopping, which will be conducted once or twice a week, will
be organized using our vehicles.

Leisure activities: We will be in an exceptional location to discover the joys of hiking among the
mountains,  its  rivers,  its  lakes,  the  farmers  markets,  and  festive  events  organized  in  the
surrounding  villages  (depending  on  programming).  As  a  group,  we’ll  decide  the  activities  and
outings that we want to set up (subject to distance). Once a week, the welcome center generally
organizes an evening of music with homemade woodfired pizzas.

Closest train station : Lus-La-Croix-Haute (26620). The meeting times at the Veynes train station
will be communicated to you on the route map (no times available at this time).

Closest airports: Marseille or Lyon.

SJ36   UNITED STEPS   16/07-30/07   CONS   8 vols   18+

Project: Based on community developmental work, this project intends to facilitate an exchange
between  the  local  community  and  international  volunteers.  In  response  to  the  UN  goal  of
“Sustainable  cities  and  communities”,  the  work  camp  will  be  focused  on  creating  common
intercultural space and exchange with the local community, exploring new ways of thinking, and
acting, sharing experiences, living alternatively and taking part in collective life. There will be many
occasions to  promote solidarity.  All  international  workcamp memories  are  unique,  so  come to
Torpes and make your own! 

Work: There was a time when the villagers of Torpes could easily get from the highest part of the
village to lower part next to the train station. Today these parts are rather disconnected, so the
village wants to improve their daily lives by constructing a wooden staircase, reuniting the two parts
of the village. 
With the help of a technical supervisor, you will learn architectural techniques and carpentry. The
work (around 6 hours a day) will be organised in teams, and you will also oversee all chores such
as, cooking cleaning etc. 

Accommodation  and food: You will live in the local gymnasium, which will be reserved for the
team. The community will provide you with beds and you can prepare meals and wash clothes on
site. Bring your own bedding, blankets or sleeping bags. 
Accompanied by the camp leaders, you will make the menu and prepare the meals, in turns. Feel
free to initiate collective meals with the other residents. Vegetarian options are available. You will
oftentimes  share  meals  with  the  villagers  giving  you  the  opportunity  to  discover  the  local
gastronomy and what makes it unique. 

Location: The commune of Torpes is situated 17 km from the city of Besançon, in the department
of Doubs. The worksite is five minutes on foot away from your accommodation. 
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Leisure  activities: May it  be  during the afternoons or  weekends;  your  group will  initiate  and
organise the activities. The ideal programme will account for the wishes of everybody and financial
side of things.  It might include hikes along the banks of the river  Doubs, using the local sports
terrain, exploring caves, and visiting Besançon. You can also rely on the support of the villagers for
organisation,  as they will  be delighted to engage with you and to give advice on how to best
discover the local environment and enjoy your stay.

Closest train stations: We are located 30 minutes by car away from the two stations of Besançon
(Besançon-Viotte and Besançon TGV). 

Closest airports: Paris or Basel in Switzerland.

Time and directions to the meeting point: A meeting point will be established to facilitate your
arrival. The campleaders will drive you from the station to Torpes. This is planned towards the end
of the day between 4 pm and 6 pm. 

SJ38   2000 YEARS OF HISTORY 22/07-12/08 (dates to be confirmed)   RENO/ARCHEO   10
vols   18+

Project:  Formerly called "Poitou's Little Switzerland '',  the village of  Béruges has protohistoric,
Gallo-Roman and Merovingian ruins. It values nowadays its historical assets via an archaeological
garden where we can admire Gallo-Roman arches and stonework. There is also a museum telling
the past daily life (pottery, toiletries and ornaments, tools) with discovery paths: ancient path, Gallo-
Roman wall, viewpoint... The village of Béruges, association's three-year supporter, is renewing its
partnership with "Maison des Bateleurs - Solidarités Jeunesses",  in  order to host  a workcamp
carrying Maison Bourdin's renovation, which is to promote the local heritage. Your actions will be in
accordance with the objective 11 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of sustainable cities and
communities. 

Work:  Guided by an INRAP archaeologist, you will  work to enhance the base wall of a Gallo-
Roman villa. You will have to unvegetate the wall in order to clean it, so that the archaeologists can
study it. You will work for around 5 hours in the mornings.

Accommodation and food: You will sleep in a two-persons tent, at the old presbytery's garden
within the village. Please bring your duvet and your pillow. You will have a vehicle available for all
mobility in the region. The meals will be prepared, in turn, by you, especially for lunch and dinner
while respecting environmental values and local resources, as well  as the culture of each and
everyone (hot and cold dishes as well as vegetarian and vegan will be prepared).

Location: Béruges, Vienne, 12 km from Poitiers.

Leisure activities: Béruges' Friends Organization's volunteers and villagers will accompany you in
the village and surroundings' treasures, full of ancient landmarks and caves. Activities and walks
will  be  scheduled,  as you wish,  thanks to the villagers.  In  your  spare  time,  we will  join  local
celebrations and night markets. You may explore cities such as La Rochelle or Poitiers, as well as
the "Futuroscope" theme park.

Closest train station: Poitiers (86000)

Closest airport: Paris or Bordeaux

Time and directions to the meeting point : At the train station of Poitiers, between 4pm and
6pm. The facilitators will shuttle between the station and the place of accommodation.
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SJ39   CAPE TO THE ISLAND OF OLÉRON 2   23/07 -06/08   RENO   10 vols   18+

Project: The town of "Grand-Village", a resort in southwest "Oléron" Island, by the Atlantic, is a
loyal partner (since 1996). For some years now, the intercommunity and the towwn of  Grand-
Village have worked to enhance the local lifestyle, since the 19th century. It relies on the Oléron's
traditional cottage, reflecting the insular life in the late 19th century. In order to restore this "eco-
farmhouse", due to be a site to explore and experience, local municipalities have again wished to
set  a  workcamp.  Your  actions  will  be  in  accordance  with  the  objective  11  of  sustainable
development (UN) in favor of sustainable cities and communities. 

Work: Led by an expert with stone-cutting experiences, you will continue the last session’s work.
You will learn several traditional masonry's techniques: renovating and erecting the dry stone walls
that surround and delimit the spaces of this traditional house. You will work on the mornings for
around 5 hours, adapted to the weather conditions.

Accommodation and food:  On a campsite, in two-persons tents, with all  the facilities on site
(showers, toilets, kitchen). Please bring a sleeping bag and a pillow. Bikes will be available to go
on the worksite and to have a ride on the island. You will have a vehicle available for all mobility in
the region. Food will be provided and meals will be prepared, in turn, by you, while respecting the
values of sustainable development and the culture of each other.

Location: On the island of Oléron, 35 km from Rochefort-sur-Mer, Charente Maritime.

Leisure activities: You will have many sea activities opportunities, such as fishing and surfing at
local clubs. Beach, seaside bike rides, beach volleyball...  There are also cities to enjoy like La
Rochelle and Rochefort. Entertainment and excursions will be held with locals and in particular with
the young people of the "Grand-Village" youth center. Free time will favor  encounters with locals
waiting for you!

Closest train station: Rochefort (17300)

Closest airport: Bordeaux

Time and directions to the meeting point :  At Rochefort train station, between 4pm and 6pm.
The facilitators will shuttle between the station and the place of accommodation.

SJ41   JOURNEY TO THE MIDDLE AGE   23/07-13/08   CULT   15 vols   18+

Project:  Travel back in time: help transform a village into a medieval fair!  Each year,  this fair,
organized by the Souvigny Grand Site association, attracts more than 30,000 visitors over 9 days!
In this context,  you will  cooperate with the team of local volunteers to set up the installations,
animate the stands, cook and all that is necessary for the smooth running of the fair. Your actions
will  be in accordance with the objectives 5 and 8  of sustainable development (UN) in favor of
gender equality and decent work and economic growth. 

Work: Work is technical, physical and organizational at the same time. This will involve: setting up
stalls (wooden stands), tents and barnums, then dismantling them at the end of the fair, guiding the
public and working on the signage, the traffic plan and the route, ensuring the organization logistics
of the fair (kitchen, storage, etc.), animate stands such as the refreshment bar, the pancake stand,
etc. During the setting up and the setting down of the festival, you will work on the mornings and on
the afternoons. During the festival, you will share the meals and take part on the animation in the
evenings. 
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Accommodation and food: Your collective dormitory will be located in a municipal building. Food
is provided and meals are prepared by the volunteers in turn in a hard kitchen. At noon, meals are
taken with the other volunteers of the festival. Take your best recipes with you!

Location: For 24 years, Souvigny has hosted international work camps to take part in the overall
organization of the event and to share the traditions of French medieval culture. For nine days, the
town  becomes  the  theater  for  shows  by  Troubadours  and  Saltimbanques.  Amateur  and
professional troupes perform on open stages. You will discover different stands and themes: music,
theater, juggling, fire artists, tightrope walkers, birds of prey and horses, craftsmen at work and
living camp, forge, kitchen, tents, etc. Welcome to the Souvigny of yesteryear!

Leisure activities: Leisure time is organized collectively with the whole group. During the second
week and the weekends, you will be busy with the fair. The discovery of the region will therefore be
done more in the last week. You have the chance, on the other hand, to be able to participate in
the concerts, workshops, exhibitions and animations set up within the framework of the fair!

Closest train station :  Moulins-sur-Allier (03000), 4 rue Philippe Thomas

Time and directions to the meeting point: Let’s meet at Moulins-sur-Allier train station, at 2pm !

Note:  Some parts  of  the  site  can be quite  physical.  It  is  a  question  of  transporting  and mounting
sometimes heavy and imposing structures. You need to be in good physical condition to be able to
participate.

SJ43   THE MERCANTOUR SILVER MINE 1   24/07-06/08   PAT   12 vols   18+

Project: Young international volunteers, students, researchers, archaeologists will come together
for this project which aims to open the Vallauria silver mine to the public in 2023, a site which was
mined in the Middle Ages and then from 1750 to 1930 for its lead, silver and blende deposits.
Every year for the past 12 years we have worked on securing the site, its access and on carrying
out historical and scientific studies.  
You will participate in the final finishing work on the underground tour circuits. 900m of galleries
have  been  fitted  out  over  about  20km  of  existing  galleries  which  represents  an  exceptional
industrial heritage and the largest mine in the Alps. 

Work: The purpose of these finishing works is to ensure that the entire circuit and all the areas are
clean,  comfortable  and  secure.  This  project  will  benefit  from  technical  supervision  and  daily
monitoring by an archaeologist. 
The works to be carried out: stone staircase, securing of dry-stone walls, construction of a wall,
installation of a wooden banister, transfer of archaeological material, levelling of the floor, etc. You
will work 4 days a week, from 8.30 am to midday and from 2 pm to 5 pm.

Accommodation and food: You will  be housed in 4 to 6-person rooms with bathrooms. The
meals are prepared by a kitchen team, however you will be asked in turn to help to tidy the dining
rooms, tableware and kitchen.

Location: Tende, 2 hours from Nice (by train). The site is isolated in the mountains (altitude of
1,500m), 10km from the village of Tende and 50km from Vintimille (Italy).

Leisure: In addition to the weekend, in the middle of the week, one day will be devoted to visits
and activities. You will discover the mountain environment (fauna, flora, hiking at the Vallée des
Merveilles  archaeological  site  in  the  Mercantour  National  Park)  and the historical  and cultural
heritage of the region (visit to the medieval villages in the Roya valley). You will also be able to
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enjoy some sports activities, tree-climbing circuits and via ferrata). You will be accompanied by an
activity coordinator.

Special  requirements: You  will  be  working  underground.  Take  note  if  you  suffer  from
claustrophobia! Some stones and occasional buckets of mortar may be rather heavy!

Closest train station: Tende (06430)   

Closest airport: Nice

SJ45 HISTORICAL WANDERINGS IN CLAUSONNE ABBEY 2  25/07-08/08  RENO  12 vols 18+

Project: Participate in the valorisation of a historic site at the heart of idyllic mountain landscapes !
Join us and come discover l’Abbaye de Clausonne and its natural environment at 1140 meters of
altitude!
It is in the XII century that the Abbaye sees the day. After multiple periods of deconstruction and of
reconstruction over the centuries, in the 20th century, it became an agricultural building, which was
abandoned in the 1950s. It is in 1994 that the association of friends of Abbaye of Clausonne was
created to conserve the vestiges of this exceptional architecture, on an exceptional site.  Since
then, the association wanted to make this place a place of discovery, learning and knowledge. Your
actions will be  in accordance with the objective 11 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of
sustainable cities and communities.

Work:  Do you want  to  learn  ancient  techniques  of  masonry,  the  use of  ancient  material  and
ecology? This year, we will work to continue the masonry in stone, on the ancient sheep herding, in
order to make it, in a few years, a room for cooking, storing tools, etc. We will continue as well to
work on putting value in the site and hiking trails. And if the time allows, we will participate in the
construction of stone stairs in the sheepfold with the help of masons that wil there to transmit their
knowledge! The work represents 30h in a week. The nights and weekends are free for activities
that you will choose to organize together.

Accommodation and food: You will be accommodated in individual tents directly on Clausonne
spot. Dry toilets, a kitchen and showers will be available. A barnum will be set up and will be your
common space under cover. There is no WIFI. But you will meet people from all over the world!
You will take turns cooking, so that we can taste several specialties! Here, we are careful about
what we eat. To reduce our impact on the planet, we try to eat a maximum of local products and we
eat  meat  twice  a  week.  The  collective  life  is  organized  together:  organization  of  the  menus
(vegetarian, vegan and other specific diets are possible), shopping, activities, etc. Bring a mattress,
a good sleeping bag (the nights can be cold) and a pillow (to be adapted to your needs).

Location: The Abbey of Clausonne, 5 km from the village of Le Saix, is 15 km away from the first
town, Veynes. Once or twice a week, we organize some shopping trips with our vehicles!

Leisure activities:  You will  be in an exceptional setting to discover the pleasures of mountain
hiking,  its rivers,  its lakes,  the farmers and producers markets,  the festive nights organized in
surrounding villages. In a group, you will decide activities and discovery outings that you wish to
set up. The hosting center usually organizes one musical evening per week with homemade wood-
fired pizzas.

Closest train station:  Veynes Dévoluy (05400), the meeting times are generally between 4pm
and 6pm at the station

Closest airports: Marseille, Lyon
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Closest airport: Bordeaux

Time and directions to the meeting point: Veynes Dévoluy train station between 4pm and 6pm. The
organisers will make shuttles between the station and the place of accommodation.

SJ46   THE DISCOVERY OF AN ABANDONED VILLAGE   27/07-09/08   RENO   12 vols   18+

Project:  Join us in the heart of the provençale Baronnies, in a stunning setting surrounded by
mountains at the site of the abandoned village Saint Cyrice ! A 12th century church is all  that
remains of  this  village,  and enthusiasts have taken on the job of  restoring and showcasing it.
Situated at the top of a hill, the view from the church is magnificent. The principal aims of this
workcamp is to upgrade the former main road of the village, to remove the original stone floor
located in the square of the church, and to create a supporting wall at the entrance of the site.
These works will enhance this site which is frequented by tourists. In addition to the restoration of
local  heritage,  this  operation  made  it  possible  to  (re)  demonstrate  to  elected  officials  and
inhabitants  the  interests  and  challenges  of  this  technique  for  the  restoration  and  creation  of
structures: management of runoff water, creation of a biodiversity zone, use of local resources,
performance  in  terms of  longevity,  assets  in  the  context  of  landscaping  and  enhancement  of
natural sites, interest in the tourism enhancement of certain sites, etc.

Work: Do you want to learn ancient masonry techniques and to register your action in accordance
with the objective 12 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of sustainable consumption and
production? How to use ancient and ecological materials?
This session will consist of restoring the retaining walls of the slope in the main street of the old
village. For this, it will be necessary to start with a work of cleaning of the vegetation then of the
resumption of the low walls in dry stone. In the extension of these low walls, three small stone
steps will also be resumed to facilitate access to the path. In parallel to this work, there is a mission
of an archaeologist in the making to be carried out: the classification of elements found during the
various work sites undertaken. This mission requires precaution and rigor because each element
must be sorted, photographed, and recorded by computer.
The work will be supervised by a professional in dry-stone masonry. A day's work is expected to
last 6 hours, and the organization of the days will be discussed and decided on by the group of
participants. This workcamp is a good opportunity to discover a traditional construction technique
whose only required materials are stones cleared from fields intended for agriculture, or those that
are recovered from former buildings.

Accommodation and food:  You will be accommodated in individual tents at the campsite "Les
Catoyes", about ten kilometers from the workcamp (the trips between the camp and the workcamp
will be done by mini-bus). A team of leaders will be present to help you organize the collective life
during  the  two  weeks  of  the  workcamp:  planning  of  household  tasks,  elaboration  of  menus
(vegetarian, vegan and other specific diets possible) and preparation of meals in turn, organization
of leisure activities and outings. The purchase of local products will be largely privileged. Everyone
will come with their own ideas, talents and skills for the preparation of the meals. Bring a mattress,
a good comforter (nights can be chilly) and a pillow (to be adapted to your needs).

Location:  Etoile  Saint  Cyrice is  located in  the South of  France,  between the Alps and Haute
Provence (40km from Sisteron). It is close to the village Orpierre, a hot-spot for rock climbing that
has many shops and that also organizes festivities during the summer period.

Leisure activities: The land of sunshine and amazing flavors, the provençale Baronnies massif is
a good living personification where we can enjoy outdoor activities in the heart of nature while also
just  lounging  around  !  Rich  in  natural  heritage  with  agriculture  adapted  to  the  Mediterranean
climate within the mountains, the provençale Baronnies are known for their aromatic and medicinal
plants : wild thyme, rosemary, lavender. In close proximity to Etoile Saint Cyrice, we’ll be able to
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discover numerous sites : the Sisteron citadel, the priory of Saint André de Rosans, Saint-Genis
mountain...Orpierre is also an amazing site for rock climbing and the provençale Baronnies are full
of varied hiking trails and spots where we can enjoy the surrounding rivers.

Closest train stations : Serres or Laragne-Montéglin (05700). Accessible via the stations Valence
TGV, Valence city, Grenoble, Marseille Saint-Charles, Aix en Provence. The meeting times at the
Laragne train station will be communicated to you on the route map (no times available at this
time).

Closest airports: Marseille or Lyon.

SJ50    BUILDING  AN  INTERNATIONAL  AND  ECOLOGICAL  VILLAGE 2    29/07-11/08
CONS/ENVI   16 vols    18+

Project:  Vir'Volt  stands  for  InteRnational  VolunTeer  Village  (in  French).  Since  10  years,  the
organisation is located right in the middle of nature, near a regional park. Hosting youth from all
around the world, learning how to understand and appreciate differences. To plan and act together
to protect the environment. To create a positive impact on the surrounding environment and people
living there or simply passing by. Here lie our goals for this future village, which each year, is built
thanks to youths who come and contribute, with solidarity as their driving force. Vir'Volt also aims to
become fully eco friendly and sustainable which is reflected in our campsite ; yurts and teepees as
rooms, permaculture farming and gardening, water saving projects, reducing and reusing waste.
This small village will become great without sacrificing or damaging the surrounding environment
whilst  always  searching  better  and  more  eco  friendly  ways  of  living.  Your  action  will  be in
accordance  with  the  objectives 12  and  13 of  sustainable  development  (UN)  in  favor  of  a
responsible consumption and production and of climate action.

Work: During this workcamp, you will be in various work projects on-site as well as in the local
town alongside local and international volunteers.
- 2 New yurts have been  installed on-site to be able to host more people! You will help in the
installation of the yurts. (Simple woodworking)
- In La Ferté-Alais, the former swimming pool is becoming a dedicated youth space. You will help in
the refurbishment of the interior walls. (Painting and simple masonry)
- Near our village (La Ferté-Alais), an ecological museum is being built.  Ancient and traditional
farming tools are in need of preserving to be exposed and teach future generations how land used
to be cultivated using only human energy. (Renovation)
- Inside the workcamp, we are creating small areas with many purposes. Reading, talking, relaxing,
planting  flowers… With your  involvement,  you can leave a meaningful  and traceable  mark by
building furniture using recycled wood pallets. (Simple woodworking, construction)
You will work in the mornings, afternoons will be reserved for leisure activities.

Accommodation and food: You will sleep in collective tents (yurts, tepees) on the campsite of the
association. Please bring a sleeping bag with you. The campsite has separate bathrooms and
showers, as well as a kitchen place. Food will be provided and cooked by the volunteers in turns.

Location: La Ferté Alais is approximately 50km south of Paris, in the Essonne region.

Leisure activities: You will have the chance to enjoy the association's campsite and to discover
the cultural and natural heritage of the region which is part of a natural park. You will also help
organise some activities in order to meet and socialize with local  young people.  Other leisure
activities will be organised collectively depending on the wishes of the group and the available
budget.

Closest train station: La Ferté Alais RER station. 
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Closest airports: Paris Roissy Charles de Gaulle, Paris Orly and Paris Beauvais.

Time and directions to the meeting point: La Ferté-Alais train station, between 2pm and 4pm 

Observations: This project should not be seen as a sightseeing trip to Paris. If you wish to visit
Paris, you should do so before arriving or after the dates of the workcamp.

SJ51  FROM THE FAR WEST TO THE SIXTIES FESTIVAL  29/07-18/08  CULT-FEST  12 vols
18+

Project : For the fifth year, the municipality of Coulaures welcomes an international workcamp for
the  preparation  and  animation  of  its  dance  and  music  festival,  which  welcomes  more  than  a
thousand visitors on August 15th. This year you will wander from the conquest of the West to the
American sixties. Country, Yéyé, rock'n roll, t'cha t'cha t'cha, or when the musette ball gave way to
rhythms and melody from elsewhere. Come take part in the celebration with the very dynamic team
of village volunteers! Creativity is in the spotlight, with the setting up of decoration, the creation of
group choreographies or musical buffs. You will discover the sense of hospitality of the population
and the charm of the landscapes and the heritage, by organizing with the other volunteers and the
animators your program of activities. 

Work :   This festival workcamp consists in helping with logistics, communication and animation
during the whole festival. You will also have the opportunity to create dance shows to present to
the spectators.  It will take place mainly in the afternoons.

Accomodation and food :  You will  be host  in the community room, with kitchen and shower
access.  Remember to bring your  duvet  and a pillow.  You will  prepare all  together  meals.  We
borrow you campbeds. 

Leasure activities :  You will build your activity program together, based on the possible outdoor
activities around us. 

Closest train station : Thivier (24800)

Meeting point : Let’s meet on the 29th july end of afternoon at Thivier’s train station

Closest airport : Bordeaux airport

Particular aspect : predisposition to dance and show welcome

ODD : 11. Sustainable cities and communities  

SJ58   IMMERSION AT ROCHARD'S GITE   06/08-23/08   RENO/CULT   10 vols   18+

Project: Deep down in the valley, from the forest to the sky, the Rochard gîte is the last corner of
the  world.  In  this  natural  landscape,  70  km  from  the  Atlantic  Ocean,  between  Nantes  and
Bordeaux, an old farm has been transformed into a rustic gîte by an association which, under a
yurt, welcomes groups of children, hikers and campers. The Rochard gîte, an international center,
has welcomed over 70 different nationalities. This place, in the middle of nature, invites respect for
environment and to a sustainable development approach. This year, we will celebrate 15 years of
workcamps in this place where many international relationships have been wovened. Come and
celebrate with us this great moment of volunteering.  Your actions will be in accordance with the
objective 16 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of peace, justice and efficient institutions. 
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Work: The objective is to continue the restoration of the "gîte", using stonework, carpentry, (small
equipment)  and  landscape  modifications.  You  will  acquire  skills  in  masonry,  paint  and
woodworking.  These  activities  will  be  carried  out  under  the  guidance  of  the  association’s
experienced volunteer technical supervisors. You will work around 4 hours per day, the highlight of
this workcamp being the meeting with the inhabitants.

Accommodation and food: You will sleep in a two-persons tent between the trees, and a kitchen
and a dining room will be at your disposal.  Food is supplied and cooked, alternately, in teams.
Bikes will be available to go on the worksite and to have a ride on the island. You will have a
vehicle available for all mobility in the region. Food will be provided for breakfast, lunch and dinner
(you have a food budget which the facilitators will manage and communicate with you throughout
the work).  The meals  will  be  prepared,  in  turn,  by you,  especially  for  lunch and dinner  while
respecting environmental values and local resources, as well as the culture of each and everyone
(hot and cold dishes as well as vegetarian and vegan will be prepared).

Location: Béceleuf, Deux-Sèvres, 20 km north of Niort.

Leisure activities:  Trips in the region and activities with locals will be arranged for meeting and
intercultural  discussions.  You will  have the opportunity  to  visit  the "Marais  Poitevin",  go to art
expos, concerts, festivals, museum and also to visit cities such as La Rochelle, Niort and Poitiers.
Closest train station: Niort

Closest airport: Bordeaux

Time and directions to  the meeting point :  At  Niort  train  station,  between 4pm and 6  pm.  The
facilitators will shuttle between the station and the place of accommodation.

SJ61   SAVE THE NORIA   08/08-22/08   HERI   12 vols   +18 

Project:  The worksite will  be held in a small  medieval village called Sauve, at  the foot of  the
Cévennes. This is the first year that the town hall has organized this project with the desire to
highlight the heritage of the village and specifically its noria (hydraulic machine for irrigating crops).
Leaning against the side of the Coutach massif at the foot of which flows the Vidourle river, Sauve
is a remarkable medieval village
Walking through the alleys of the village, one discovers the remains of the ramparts, the fortified
gates, the 2 medieval towers, the vaults and alleys and of course the noria. Your action will be in
accordance with the objective 11  of sustainable development (UN) in favor of sustainable  cities
and communities.

Work: You will be involved in the restoration of this structure. It will first be necessary to empty the
tank and then weed the surroundings in order to make it visible from the entrance to the village.
There will also be minor masonry work to repair the structure where it has been damaged over
time. 25h/week

Accommodation and food:  You will  be accommodated at  the  campsite,  near  the site  of  the
worksite, next to the football field. You will have access to the stadium's sanitary facilities. Meals
will be provided and prepared in turn by participants.

Location: In the village of Sauve, at the foot of the Cévennes, two hours from the Mediterranean 
Sea.

Leisure activities: As the site will be held in a very touristy medieval village, you will discover the
history of the village and its heritage by going to meet the inhabitants. Culinary heritage discovery
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activities will also be organized. Transport will also be made available to organize leisure activities
(kayaks, hikes, etc.)

Closest Train Station: Sauve bus station via Alès train station between 1 p.m. and 6 p.m.

Closest Airport: Montpellier

SJ62   URBAN PLANNING IN ORPIERRE   08/08-29/08   RENO/CONS  12 vols  18+

Project: Come and have fun in this village of Oprierre known worldwide for its climbing site. This
year, the town hall of Orpierre and the association Les Villages des Jeunes and the Parc Régional
des Barronies would like to start a campaign to preserve and enhance the ancient built heritage of
the village.  For  the  summer  of  2022,  the  town hall  would  like  us  to  rehabilitate  a  transverse
passage between two streets of the village arranged by a staircase partly concreted. Today, this
passage is closed for the safety of the residents. The purpose of the project at the end of the
construction site  is  to  reinstall  pedestrian access to this  passage and to make it  attractive by
installing a dry stone planter that will be able to accommodate ornamental plants. This project will
also be part of a partnership with the UAC (Union APARE-CME) and its construction site in Pernes-
Les-Fontaines. We plan to visit the group for a weekend and thus meet them, visit their workcamp
and  spend  some  quality  time  together.  Conversely,  the  group  from the  Pernes-Les-Fontaines
workcamp will come to visit you, the occasion for a giant international meal...

Work:  Do you want to learn ancient masonry techniques and register your action in accordance
with the objective 12 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of sustainable consumption and
production ? How to use ancient and ecological materials ?
You will have to start the work by clearing the brush from the site to allow a better visual and thus
clear the stones of a low wall adjacent to the staircase to rebuild it  according to the dry stone
construction technique. You will then restore the steps of the staircase. On the lower part of this
passage, the town hall wishes that we intervene on a low wall that needs to be restored and thus to
be used as base for the construction of a planter which would allow at the same time an aesthetic
installation as well as a materialization of the direction of use of the passage. You will have to build
low walls according to the dry stone technique (without mortar) and be creative to make the place
as pleasant as possible. The work represents 30 hours in a week. Evenings and weekends are
free for activities you choose to organize together.

Accommodation and food:  You will be accommodated in individual tents at the campsite Les
Catoyes  in  the  town  of  Sainte  Colombe,  4km  away  (the  journeys  between  the  site  and  the
campsite will be made by mini-bus). You will take part in turn in the different missions of daily life
according to a plan that you will define with the animation team and that will accompany you to
realize them. These missions are to make sure that the camp is clean, to elaborate the menus and
to do the shopping (local products are preferred), to prepare the meals for the group (vegetarian,
vegan and other specific diets possible), to organize the leisure activities and the outings. The
lunch will be cold because it will be taken on the site. Bring a mattress, a good comforter (the
nights can be cold) and a pillow (to be adapted according to your needs).

Location:  The village of Orpierre is located in the south of the Hautes-Alpes department, 14km
west of Laragne Montéglin.

Leisure  activities  :  You  will  take  advantage  of  the  natural  environment  of  Orpierre  and  in
particular of its 500 climbing routes which allow all  beginners as well as seasoned climbers to
enjoy themselves. You will be able to take advantage of the numerous bathing places very easily
accessible,  like  the  gorges  of  the  Méouge  or  Riou.  You  will  have  the  leisure  to  hike  in  the
surrounding massifs and will be able to initiate you to many mountain sports (viaferrata, climbing,
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etc.). As a group, you will decide on the activities and discovery outings you wish to set up (subject
to distance).

Closest train station:  You can arrive by train  from Grenoble  or  Marseille  directly  at  the Laragne-
Montéglin  station.  Carpooling is  also possible  to Laragne because the city  is  on the road between
Grenoble and Marseille. The meeting times at the Laragne train station will be communicated to you on
the route map (no times available at this time).

SJ65   CALADES IN EPINE   11/08-26/08   RENO   12 vols   18+

Project : Come and discover the small village of l'Epine located in the Buëch valley. It is a village
that  dates from the 12th century and has a rich  heritage that  reflects  a fascinating  history.  A
particularity of l'Epine is that it is not a "perched village" installed at the top and on the slopes of its
oppidum (fortified village), but that it is located on its southern flank (adret). It had a shape known
as "buttonhole", limited by two ramparts in the north near the castle-refuge and in the south, while
the ends - near the doors -were protected by the very thick walls and without openings of houses.
The streets were paved (caladées) with limestone stones laid vertically, "de chant". In the course of
time, the village was burned down and the fortification walls and the castle largely destroyed by
Monfort's troops during the first wars of religion.
The city wishes to develop tourist  routes and paths in  its  old center;  the presence of  historic
calades is an asset that allows visitors to be directly immersed in the historic urban landscape.

Work: Do you want to learn ancient masonry techniques and to register your action in accordance
with the objective 12 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of sustainable consumption and
production? How to use ancient and ecological materials?
For this 1st session, you will participate in cleaning the vegetation that covers the stones forming
the caladées (paved) streets. You will have to be very careful not to damage the stones, and you
will have to be curious enough to observe the ancient structuring of the ground to be able to read
the needs for future restoration (water drainage, junction with adjoining walls). At the same time,
you will have a low wall to restructure before it collapses and thus familiarize yourself with dry
stone construction techniques (without mortar).

Accommodation and food:  You will  be accommodated in  individual  tents in  the garden of  a
village lodge to which you will have access for sanitary facilities and cooking. All your meals will be
taken at the camp. You will participate in turn in the different missions of daily life according to a
schedule that you will define with the animation team and that will accompany you to carry them
out.  Community life will  be organized together:  organization of menus ((vegetarian,  vegan and
other specific diets possible), grocery shopping, activities, etc. Bring a mattress, a good sleeping
bag (the nights can be cool) and a pillow (to be adapted to your needs).

Location: The village of Epine is 8km from the small town of Serres in the south of the Hautes-
Alpes department.

Leisure activities : You will take advantage of the natural environment of Serrois and in particular
of the numerous places of bathing very easily accessible, like the gorges of Méouge or Riou. You
will have the leisure to hike in the surrounding massifs and will be able to initiate you to many
mountain  sports  (viaferrata,  climbing,  etc.).  As  a  group,  you  will  decide  on  the  activities  and
discovery outings you wish to set up (subject to distance).

Closest train station:  You can arrive by train from Grenoble or Marseille directly at the Serres
train  station.  Carpooling  is  also  possible  to  Serres  because  the  city  is  on  the  road  between
Grenoble and Marseille. The meeting times at the Laragne train station will be communicated to
you on the route map (no times available at this time).
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Closest airports : Marseille and Lyon

SJ74   THE MERCANTOUR SILVER MINE 2  04/09-17/09   PATR   10-12 vols   18+

Project:  Young international volunteers, students, researchers, archaeologists will come together
for this project which aims to open the Vallauria silver mine to the public in 2023, a site which was
mined in the Middle Ages and then from 1750 to 1930 for its lead, silver and blende deposits.
Every year for the past 12 years we have worked on securing the site, its access and on carrying
out historical and scientific studies.
You will participate in the final finishing work on the underground tour circuits. 900m of galleries
have  been  fitted  out  over  about  20km  of  existing  galleries,  which  represents  an  exceptional
industrial heritage and the largest mine in the Alps. 

Work: The purpose of these finishing works is to ensure that the entire circuit and all the areas are
clean,  comfortable  and  secure.  This  project  will  benefit  from  technical  supervision  and  daily
monitoring by an archaeologist. 
The works to be carried out: securing of dry-stone walls to avoid collapses, clearing of a hopper
which involves emptying it of accumulated sediment, clearing of the floor and transfer of blocks and
clearing of tracks, creation of stone steps, preparation of a base-terrace to store the remains of a
trolley, masking of a concrete pillar with a dry-stone wall.

Accommodation and food: You will  be housed in 4 to 6-person rooms with bathrooms. The
meals are prepared by a kitchen team, however you will be asked in turn to help to tidy the dining
rooms, tableware and kitchen.

Location: Tende, 2 hours from Nice (by train). The site is isolated in the mountains (altitude of
1,500m), 10km from the village of Tende and 50km from Vintimille (Italy).

Leisure: In addition to the weekend, in the middle of the week, one day will be devoted to visits
and activities. You will discover the mountain environment (fauna, flora, hiking at the Vallée des
Merveilles  archaeological  site  in  the  Mercantour  National  Park)  and the historical  and cultural
heritage of the region (visit to the medieval villages in the Roya valley). You will also be able to
enjoy some sports activities, tree-climbing circuits and via ferrata). You will be accompanied by an
activity coordinator.

Special  requirements: You  will  be  working  underground.  Take  note  if  you  suffer  from
claustrophobia! Some stones and occasional buckets of mortar may be rather heavy!

Closest train station: Tende (06430)   

Closest airport: Nice

Time and directions to the meeting point : At Tendes train station, at 5:25pm. Campleaders will pick
you up and bring you to the workcamp.

SJ75   A NEW ROOF FOR LES MERVEILLES    04/09-17/09   RENO   10 vols   18+

Project: Neige et Merveilles is a protected site with a wealth of natural, archaeological, mining and
cultural treasures. This site, which has survived an extensive period of mining, has been home to
the Neige et Merveilles association for the past sixty years. Today, it is a place where families,
groups, and hikers can meet up and enjoy this site located in the Mercantour National Park at an
altitude of 1,500m.  
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You will participate in the complete renovation of one of the building’s roofs and the improvement
of  the facility’s  energy  performance (insulation  of  the roof,  windows with double-glazing).  This
building, open to the public, is a multi-purpose hall reserved for conferences, evening festivities
and activities. There is also a large library.

Work:  You will  be replacing the existing roof  (larch wood boards,  wood wool  insulation,  steel
decking and snow-stoppers). The surface area is 90m². You will work 4 days a week, from 8.30 am
to noon and from 2 pm to 5 pm. You will be supervised by a technical coordinator. This operation
started two years ago and this is the second session for this renovation project. 

Accommodation and food: You will  be housed in 4 to 6-person rooms with bathrooms. The
meals  will be prepared by a kitchen team, however you will be asked in turn to help to tidy the
dining rooms, tableware and kitchen.

Location: Tende, 2 hours from Nice (by train). The site is isolated in the mountains (altitude of
1,500m), 10km from the village of Tende and 50km from Vintimille (Italy).

Leisure: In addition to the weekends, in the middle of the week, one day will be devoted to visits
and activities. You will discover the mountain environment (fauna, flora, hiking at the Vallée des
Merveilles  archaeological  site  in  the  Mercantour  National  Park)  and the historical  and cultural
heritage of the region (visit to the medieval villages in the Roya valley). You will also be able to
enjoy some sports activities, tree-climbing circuits and via ferrata). You will be accompanied by an
activity coordinator.

Special requirements: You will be working on the roof. Take notes if you suffer from vertigo!

Closest train station: Tende (06430)   

Closest airport: Nice

Time and directions to the meeting point : At Tendes train station, at 5:25pm. Campleaders will pick
you up and bring you to the workcamp.

SJ76   BUILDING THE COLLEGE WALL  09/09-30/09   CONS/CULT   10 vols   18+

Project: Saint-Genis-de-Saintonge is a commune in the southwest of France, located in the heart
of the Charente countryside, near the forest of La Lande and a short distance from the banks of the
Gironde estuary. This commune is a historical partner of the association, with whom we realized
the first  workcamps on the territory  of  Charente-Maritime in  1996.  After  ten years of  stopping
projects  in  this  area,  the  municipality  wanted  to  rediscover  the  intercultural  dynamics  of  the
workcamps in 2019, and in particular to use them to renovate the school in the municipality. The
2022 project will continue the work done previously, namely to finish the renovation of the wall of
the college.  Your actions will be in accordance with the objective 11 of sustainable development
(UN) in favor of sustainable cities and communities. 

Work:  Supervised  by  two  technical  referents  specialized  in  masonry,  you  will  work  on  the
restoration of a wall at the entrance of the College of Saint-Genis-De-Saintonge. At first, you will
have to dismantle the part of the wall, in very bad condition. Then, you will have to recover the
reusable stones. Then you will  have to reassemble the wall thanks to traditional techniques of
stone cutting, laying and joints. You will work an average of 5 hours per day, in the morning.

Accommodation & food: You will stay in mixed dorms, with all facilities (bathroom, kitchen...).
Please bring a sleeping bag and a pillow. Bikes will be available to go on the worksite and to have
a ride on the island.  The meals will be prepared, in turn, by you, especially for lunch and dinner
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while respecting environmental values and local resources, as well  as the culture of each and
everyone (hot and cold dishes as well as vegetarian and vegan will be prepared).

Location: Saint-Genis-De-Saintonge, Charente-Maritime, 80 km from Bordeaux.

Leisure activities :  Share your cultural  heritage with the locals  and Saint-Genis-de-Saintonge
organizations.  Tour  of  the  region  will  be  collectively  planned  as  you  wish  (visits,  ocean,
museums...). There are regional cities to enjoy like Bordeaux, La Rochelle, St Emilion... Free time
will favor encountering locals, in particular with the middle school's young people, waiting for you!

Closest station: Clion-sur-Seugne

Closest airport: Bordeaux (33000)

Time and directions to the meeting point : At Clion-sur-Seugne train station, between 4pm and 6 pm.
The facilitators will shuttle between the station and the place of accommodation.

SJ77 AT THE CHARENTAIS WASHHOUSE   09/09-30/09   RENO   10 vols   18+

Project:  Each year,  by  welcoming  volunteers  and international  work  sites,  the  municipality  of
Montendre  works  to  restore  its  heritage  and  contributes  to  the  enhancement  of  intercultural
exchanges.  Indeed,  this  town  of  3000  inhabitants  hosts  one  of  the  international  centers  of
Solidarités  Jeunesses:  the  Maison  des  Bateleurs.  Also,  in  order  to  preserve and  enhance  its
historical and identity heritage, the municipality of Montendre implements an international project
every year. This year, the municipality is committed to highlighting and renovating the scaffolding of
the Lavoir.  Your actions will be in accordance with the objective 11 of sustainable development
(UN) in favor of sustainable cities and communities. 

Work:  You will  intervene, accompanied by two technical supervisors, on the restoration of the
Lavoir. The objective will be to carry out traditional masonry work: de-jointing, digging joints then
re-pointing with lime mortar. You will also carry out roofing work in order to restore the roof of the
washhouse in very poor condition, as well as the development of the space (finishes, cleaning,
enhancement). You will work around 5 hours per day.

Accommodation and food: You will sleep in collective dormitories (8 places), at the international
Bateleurs reception house, in Montendre, where you will  have all  the accommodations at your
disposal. You will have a vehicle for transport to the site and also to explore the region. Food will
be provided for breakfast,  lunch and dinner (you have a food budget which the facilitators will
manage and communicate with you throughout the work). The meals will be prepared, in turn, by
you, especially for lunch and dinner while respecting environmental values and local resources, as
well as the culture of each and everyone (hot and cold dishes as well as vegetarian and vegan will
be prepared).

Location: Montendre, Charente Maritime, 65 km from Bordeaux.

Leisure activities: You can enjoy many cultural activities such as visiting historic towns such as
Jonzac,  Blaye,  Rochefort,  La  Rochelle,  Bordeaux,  among  others.  Likewise,  you  can  take
advantage of  the surrounding forests  for  hiking,  or  enjoy the good times at  the beach on the
Gironde coast.

Closest train station: Montendre (17 130) 

Time and directions to the meeting point : At Montendre train station, between 4pm and 6 pm. The
facilitators will shuttle between the station and the place of accommodation.
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SJ78   THE COVERED WASHHOUSE OF SERGEAC  10/09 – 01/10  Dates to be confirmed
PATR   12 vols   18+

Project : Sergeac is located in the Black Perigord on the banks of the Vézère River, bordered at
this location by high cliffs at the foot of which numerous prehistoric deposits have been discovered.
Full of history, the village was built around an imposing fortified church and a Templar castle. The
small town is multiplying its actions in favour of the environment, of a better living environment, the
restoration of its listed and unlisted heritage... It is in this context that the international workcamp of
young volunteers is taking place.
The mayor, Isabelle DAUMAS-CASTANET, and all the inhabitants of Sergeac will be delighted to
receive you for this project which is close to their hearts. The renovation of this covered lavatory
represents much more than remembering the past.  It  is  about  uniting the population around a
project of general interest and openminding to international and mixity. In this way, you will live a
rich  multicultural  experience  at  the  rhythm  of  your  dynamism  and  creativity.  
You will  discover the  inhabitant’s hospitality and the charm of the landscapes and heritage, by
organising your programme of activities with the other volunteers and leaders.

Work : It will take place in the morning. Two teams will be composed: the first one will work on the
roof and the second one on the wash house. For the roof, it will be necessary to remove, clean and
install the tiles as well as put new battens. This work will be done at height, so beware of those
who are afraid of heights. As for the work around the wash house, it will consist of cleaning the
basin, restoring the floor (putting the stones back in place), and clearing the surrounding area...
You  will  have  the  opportunity  to  discover  multiple  aspects  of  manual  work.

Accomodation and food : Sleeping will  be in tents (floor mattresses provided),  you will  have
access to a covered area, sanitary facilities and a kitchen where you will be able to take turns
preparing good food. Remember to bring your duvet and a pillow.

Location  :  Sergeac,  in  the  heart  of  the  Vallée  de l'Homme,  50  km from Périgueux  between
Montignac and Sarlat-la-Caneda.

Leisure  activities:  You will build your activity program together, based on the possible outdoor
activities around us. 

Closest train station :  Eyzies-de-Tayac-Sireuil (24620)

Meeting point : Let’s meet on the day of arrival at the train station of Eyzies-de-Tayac-Sireuil. 

Closest airport: Bordeaux-Mérignac or Toulouse-Blagnac.

SDG: n°6 Clean water and sanitation

SJ79       THE WITCHES’ CLAWS 2    13/09-04/10 (to be confirmed)   ENVI   12 vols   +18

Project: This international camp is organized in partnership with the Syndicate mixed Rivage and
the town of Barcarès, on the edge of the Salses Leucate pond, in a protected wetland, renowned
for its varied biodiversity. The partnership between the Syndicat mixte Rivage and the REV has
existed for several years. The syndicate collaborates regularly with the REV, on the organization of
international worksites or other occasional events. The two structures are used to working together,
and find each other both in terms of their values and their ambitions.
This year's project will aim, in addition to removing invasive species (witches' claw, yucca, prickly
pears, agaves, etc.), to participate in implementing measures for the protection and enhancement
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of existing biodiversity on the site (e.g. trail layout). Since the work is linked to weather conditions,
the tasks are generally defined at the start of the project. Your action will be in accordance with the
objectives 14 and 15 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of the protection of fauna and flora
(aquatic and terrestrial).

Work:  This site will  allow you to carry out several activities: opening up environments (cutting
down trees), delimiting the protected area of the area frequented by kite surfers for example (laying
wooden barriers), uprooting invasive species in order to allow endemic species (flora or fauna) to
be able to reproduce. The aim of the project is to preserve the surroundings of the pond, whether
by managing attendance or managing plants. 25h/week

Accommodation and food: You will be accommodated in a gîte made available by the town hall.
This place includes dormitories, toilets and a kitchen. Meals will be provided and prepared in turn
by participants.

Location: Between the Mediterranean Sea and the pond of Salses Leucate, near Perpignan and
the Pyrenees.

Leisure activities: As the site will be held in a protected area, the majority of leisure activities will
consist of discovering the surrounding nature (fauna and flora), but also discovering the culinary
heritage. Transport will also be made available to organize discovery outings and leisure activities.

Closest Train Station: Leucate la Franqui station between 1 p.m. and 6 p.m.

Closest Airport: Montpellier

SJ80   THE SECRETS OF THE MEDIEVAL GARDEN   15/09 - 30/09   PATR   12 vols   18+

Project: Project: The Château de Bruzac has been a co-castle for centuries. Indeed, since the
13th century, it has been the seat of a co-lordship following a complicated succession. So complex
that until the revolution, it remained separated into two sets of habitats within the same fortified
enclosure despite the various occupations, wars and revolts. After the revolution and the evictions
of the noble families of the site, the castle would serve as a career for the inhabitants of the village
of Saint Pierre de Côle and the surrounding farms. For about thirty years, it has belonged to a
couple of history enthusiasts and is managed and promoted by the local association "Renaissance
du Vieux Bruzac". It is with them that you will have the opportunity to create a medieval garden
between the "castrum superius" and the "castrum inferius" and to strengthen them.
You will  also have the opportunity to discover with this association,  which is  passionate about
history,  how we  cooked  in  the  Middle  Ages  and  the  Renaissance.  You  will  also  articipate  in
costumed entertainment times and visits in the Dordogne, land of gastronomy and history.

Work:  You  will  be  in  charge  of the  creation  of  a  medieval  square,  a  typical  garden  of  the
monasteries and the herbalists of this period. You will  have the opportunity to take care of the
clearing and the earthwork of the green theater space.

Accommodation and food: You will be welcomed at the St Pierre de Côle campsite. Sleeping in
individual tents or two people. Remember to bring your duvet and a pillow. Access to a kitchen
where you can take turns preparing good dishes.

Location: Saint Pierre de Côle, in the heart of green Périgord, Dordogne.

Leisure  activities  : You will build your activity program together, based on the possible outdoor
activities around us.
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Closest train station:  Négrondes (24460)

Meeting point : Let’s meet on September the 15th at the end of the afternoon at the Négrondes
station. 

Closest airport: Bordeaux – Mérignac

SJ84   WORLD GARDEN   01/10-22/10   CONS   12 vols   18+

The  PRAHDA (PRogramme d'Accueil et d'Hébergement des Demandeurs d'Asile) from St Aulaye
and the Ami24Ouest association are our partners for the INVOLVE project which aims to allow
widowed people from countries outside Europe to better integrate into our territory and to meet the
local  social  environment,  in  particular  by  participating  in  voluntary  activities  in  favor  of  the
environment and heritage. In parallel with this project, we will intervene in the shared garden that
we have started to implement, and in the courtyard of PRADHA. We are going to do gardenning in
this shared garden with locals,  and create furniture to make these spaces pleasant and make
locals want to invest in them. We will also take time to organize moments  of animation with the
families and the local inhabitants. It will allow to discover the surroundings. Friendly moments with
very local people and newcomers will allow us to discuss our cultures, to better discover and meet
each other and to fight against prejudices while building a welcoming environment for all.

Work: You will be in charge of the construction of outdoor furniture and gardening, and creation of
local intercultural activities. You will work around 6 half-days over the week, divided between time
in the garden and entertainment time with the families hosted in the area.

Accommodation and food: You will be welcomed at the holiday village of St Vincent Jalmoutiers,
5 km from the site of the work site. Sleeping in collective rooms in small chalets for 6 people. Meals
will be cooked and eaten collectively, you can take turns preparing good dishes, so come with your
recipes.

Location: St Aulaye is located on the Greenwich meridian, at the crossroads of four departments
and 70 km from Bordeaux, Périgueux and Angoulême.

Leisure activities: Site visits, nature activities, you will build your own activities program with the
animators and the other participants.  We favor a discovery of  the territory and its actors over
consumption activities.

Closest station: Saint-Aigulin (17360). 

Meeting point: In the late afternoon on the arrival day, at Saint-Aigulin train station 

Closest airport: Bordeaux – Mérignac
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ESC WORKCAMPS

These projects are supported by the program European Solidarity Corps for young people 
between 18 and 30 years. It is open to all the EU and partner neighboring countries that fit the 
ESC criteria. The participation to the ESC volunteering teams is subjects to several principles and 
conditions, presented on the ESC webpage: https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/mission_en
• Volunteers do not have to pay any fee (no sending, nor participation fee) to attend the 
projects
• Volunteers need to enrol in the PASS, the European Solidarity Corps Portal ; SJ will 
organize their matching in the portal with the volunteering project;
• Volunteers will receive pocket money, calculated on basis of 6€/day, once they arrive on 
the projects
• Volunteers will receive a financial support for their travel, according to a maximum amount 
established in accordance with their travel distance and upon the presentation of original tickets;
• Volunteers will have to complete a participation report, submitted online through the portal

SJ/ESC07   A MEDIEVAL VILLAGE   07/06-27/06   RENO/CONS   12 vols   18-30

Project : On the edge of the Bonant Valley and the Aveyron Gorges is the village of Milhars, an
ancient mediaeval town whose stone streets lead to its castle.  With its traditional architectural
heritage, the village welcomes many cyclists and hikers. It is home to numerous cultural and social
organisations, such as theatre, cafés, etc. You will have the opportunity to get to know the local
population by participating in many summer activities that take place on the territory: night markets,
votive celebrations, festivals, etc.

Work: You will participate in the renovation and upgrading of the mediaeval village: renovation of
stairs, weeding and landscaping of vegetable terraces, cleaning and renovation of stone walls and
the Milhars wash house. You will be supervised by craftspeople of the village.

Accommodation  and  food: You  will  be  accommodated  in  a  collective  dormitory  in  the
multipurpose room of the village. Mattresses and pillows will be provided, but you have to bring
your own sleeping bag. A kitchen corner will be arranged, as well as access to the bathrooms. You
will collectively prepare meals, self-managing within the group. Special attention will be given on
food  balance  and  local  and  seasonal  products.  Meals  can  be  adapted  to  specific  diets  of
participants (vegan, vegetarian).

Location: Milhars town, 60km from Montauban.

Leisure activities: In the heart of the Aveyron gorges, you can take advantage of the possibilities
offered  by  the  Tarn-et-Garonne:  swimming  in  the  Aveyron,  visiting  nearby  mediaeval  villages
(Cordes-Sur-Ciel, Saint-Antonin-Noble-Val), hiking in the Bonant valley, etc. Accompanied by two
pedagogical  leaders,  you  will  have  the  opportunity  to  meet  the  inhabitants  and  to  discover
Occitania through their eyes. In the evening and during the weekends, go to discover the territory,
or let yourself be carried by your imagination to organise a barbecue, a karaoke evening, a folk
ball, open to the population. Finally, you will organise a large international meal open to all, in order
to share with locals and visitors passing by specialties of your home.

Closest train station : Lexos train station (Varen, 82330)

Closest airport: Toulouse

Time and directions to the meeting point  : Lexos train station between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Campleaders will take you from the station to the accommodation building.
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SDG : #11 Sustainable Cities and Communities

SJ/ESC14   A FORGOTTEN HERITAGE   27/06-16/07   RENO   12 vols   18-30

Project :  What’s the common point between a castle, winter and a giant hole in the floor ? The
answer is in Le Créneau ! During this project, you will help us renovate the fixed ice house on the
castle  grounds.  The  ice  collected  from  the  water  in  winter  was  stored  there  to  ensure  the
preservation of  foodstuffs throughout  the year.  Help us enhance this  small  heritage,  to give it
acknowledgment  and  to  highlight  the  skills  acquired  over  the  years!  Your  actions  will  be  in
accordance  with  the  objectives  5  and  8  of  sustainable  development  (UN)  in  favor  of  gender
equality and decent work and economic growth.

Work : The work will consist of developing and enhancing the surroundings of the ice house before
proceeding with its restoration.

•     Enhance the masonry by clearing the vegetation (construction of     a bamboo fence and 
relocation of     part of the bamboo grove)     

•     Renovate and enhance     the access stairs and entrance wall
•     Level     and renovate     the low     circular wall to lay a temporary floor
•     Installing wooden pillars (and their foundations) to support the future roof
•     Renovate the joints of the interior masonry

The work will take place in the morning, from 8:30AM to 1PM, with a break of 30 minutes around
11AM.

Accommodation and food :  Participants will be hosted on Le Créneau’s camping, in collective
tents  (5-6  per  tents)  with  wooden floor  and beds.  WiFi  is  not available  on  site.  Food will  be
provided and prepared by the participants in groups, in the collective kitchen of Le Créneau, with
the support of the cooking staff.

Location : Montcombroux les Mines (45 kms away from Moulins)

Leisure activities :  Weekends are planned collectively with the group leaders.  If  you want to
discover the cities around, Vichy and Moulins are 45 kms away. If you’d rather have a nice walk in
nature,  the  surroundings  are  perfect  for  hiking,  landscape  seeing,  discovering  local  markets,
swimming, and enjoying sports activities and games.

Closest train station : Moulins-sur-Allier (03000), 4 rue Philippe Thomas

Closest airports : Lyon or Paris

Arrival : Let’s meet at Moulins-sur-Allier train station, at 5pm !

                
SJ/ESC26   BACK TO THE PLAYGROUND   09/07-30/07   CONS   14 vols   18-30

Project: A collective and intercultural adventure in Alsace! Do you want to be part of it?
On the agenda : a workcamp useful to the rural community, technical apprenticeships, exchanges
from local to global, co-prepared meals, the discovery of the Alsacian Vosges... And all that you will
build together !
The inhabitants of Fouday are hosting an international workcamp for the first time and are eager to
live this rich experience of sharing ! This workcamp lasts three weeks because that's what you
need to carry out your experience fully : the time to get to know each other,  to dream and to
achieve our utopia together !
You will take part in the first workcamp to redevelop a convivial area around the Maison du Temps
Libre, where concerts and events take place. Eventually, it will be a pleasant and useful meeting
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space for inhabitants of all ages. Your actions will be in accordance with the objectives 4, 5, 11, 12,
16  and  17  of  sustainable  development  (UN)  in  favor  of  quality  education,  gender  equality,
sustainable cities and communities, responsible consumption and production, peace, justice and
effective institutions and partnerships for achieving the goals.

Work : Supported in the technical training by a motivated team of local volunteers, you will learn to
rebuild a retaining wall, create barriers, tables, wooden benches... It will be mainly carpentry and
masonry work.
At the same time, taking advantage of the intercultural dynamics, you will organise and co-animate
awareness-raising activities on international solidarity and the fight against discrimination, aimed at
young people.
No particular qualification is expected, only the desire to do something together! How many hours
of work per day ?

Accommodation : You will be accommodated in the village school, specially fitted out for you and
located  400  meters  from  the  workplace.  You  will  sleep  in  2  different  rooms.  Kitchen,  toilets,
washbasins, showers on site. Please bring a sleeping bag, sheets and pillow.
Food is provided and included in the budget of the workcamp. You will take it in turns to prepare
meals and local and/or organic purchases will be favored.

Location : Rich in history (67130), Fouday is a village of 350 inhabitants, situated in the Bruche
Valley, at the foot of the Champ du Feu Massif (430m altitude). At the confluence of the Chirgoutte,
it is an environment of forests and pastures. We are 50 km west of Strasbourg.

Leisure activities : walking,  horse riding,  festivals,  markets,  museums, etc...  It  is  up to us to
organise together the discovery activities that suit us : the possibilities are numerous!
We will also be actively involved in the festivities of the 14th of July, the French (inter)bank holidays
; )

Closest train station : Fouday train station

Closest airport : Paris

Arrival : Let's meet between 4pm and 7pm, at the station in Fouday (67130)

                
SJ/ESC27   ANOTHER BRICK IN THE WALL   10/07-31/07   RENO/CONS   15 vols   18-30

Project: Since 2002, the Citrus association has been organising international workcamps in the
Tarn-et-Garonne region. Each year, dozens of volunteers from all  over the world take part in a
technical work camp of public interest, in the heart of a village. This year, it is in the village of
Genebrières,  in  the  department  of  the  Tarn-et-Garonne,  that  you  will  participate  in  bringing
interculturality, sharing and meeting to life. Your actions will be in accordance with the objectives 3
and 4 of  sustainable development  (UN)  in  favor  of  good health and well-being and of  quality
education.

Work: You will participate in the renovation and upgrading of the surrounding walls of the town hall,
in the heart of the village. You will discover the typical architecture of Occitania, with its red bricks
that turn orange when the sun sets. Supervised by two village employees, you will learn how to join
and lay bricks, using traditional materials (lime, sand). You will work approximately 6 hours per day
5 days a week (around 30hours per week).

Accommodation and food: You will sleep in a dormitory in a community hall, really close to the
work site. Mattresses will be provided, you only need to bring your sleeping bag and a pillow. A
shower and toilets are on site, and a kitchen and a living room will be available nearby. There will
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be no washing machine available. Every day, a team of volunteers will cook meals for the whole
group, according to menus that you will have chosen collectively. Special attention will be paid to
seasonal and local food. Some arrangements for special diets can be made with the group leaders.

Location : Genebrières, 15km away from Montauban.

Leisure activities : In the heart of the Tarn-et-Garonne, you can take advantage of the possibilities
of the region: swimming in the Aveyron, visiting medieval villages (Bruniquel, Penne, etc.), hiking,
etc. Discover the city of Montauban, whose bricks glow in the evening light. Accompanied by two
educational animators, you will meet the inhabitants and share this experience with them! In the
evenings and at weekends, let your imagination run wild and organise a barbecue, a karaoke night,
a folk dance, etc. Finally, you will organise a big international meal, open to all, in order to share
specialities from your culture with the inhabitants and visitors.

Closest train station : Montauban Ville-Bourbon (82000)

Closest airport : Toulouse-Blagnac (31000)

Arrival: At 6PM, campleaders will pick you up at Montauban Ville-Bourbon train station.

                
SJ/ESC31   TRACING THE STEPS OF THE DUKE OF LESDIGUIERES   11/07-01/08   RENO  
11 vols   18-30

Project: Do you want to participate in the protection of a historic site in the heart of idyllic mountain
landscapes? Join us and come discover the castle of Lesdiguières and its natural setting at an
altitude of 1140 meters!
The  Duke  of  Lesdiguières,  the  last  Constable  of  France,  is  a  military  figure  known  for  his
participation in the Wars of Religion and for his involvement in the construction and development of
roads, bridges and dikes against flooding in the region. He had this castle built between 1571 and
1580, which was abandoned after his death. It was looted during the French Revolution. The castle
is listed in the supplementary inventory of Historic Monuments in 1978. In 2000, the "Château de
Lesdiguières" association was created with the aim of safeguarding the historical, architectural and
cultural memory of the building. Since 2010, the various works that we have been organizing on
this site are aimed at securing and reinforcing the existing walls, but also at enhancing its value.

Work: Do you want to learn ancient masonry techniques and to register your action in accordance
with the objective 12 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of sustainable consumption and
production? How to use ancient and ecological materials?
Since 2018, we have been working on the reinforcement of the masonry of an escarpment wall
(defense wall). With time and bad weather, this wall has suffered some damage and its stones are
coming loose.  With the help of  the technical  supervisor,  we will  work with old techniques and
materials (such as lime). At certain times, we will work at height, using scaffolding. We will work
around 30 hours per week.

Accommodation and food:  In  tents  at  the "La Pra"  campsite in  Saint  Firmin,  located at  the
entrance to the Valgaudemar valley. On the campsite, we will spend a quiet stay in a mountainous
and exceptional green setting. We will have access to facilities such as toilets, barbecue, petanque
ground, WIFI. We will set up a large kitchen tent in order to prepare our meals (vegetarian, vegan
and other specific diets possible). The preparation of the meals is done in turn, so that we can
taste several specialties! Here, we pay attention to what  we eat,  to reduce our impact on the
planet, we try to eat a maximum of local products and we eat meat twice a week. Collective life is
organized together: organization of menus, shopping, activities, etc. The lunch will be cold as it will
be taken to the construction site. Bring a mattress, a good sleeping bag (the nights can be cool)
and a pillow (to be adapted to your needs).
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Location:  The workcamp is located in the village of Glaizil and the campsite in the village of St
Firmin (about 20 min by car). In the village of Saint Firmin there are some small shops and we are
about 15 km from Saint Bonnet en Champsaur and 30 km from Gap. Once or twice a week, we
organize our vehicles with some shopping outings!

Leisure activities: In the heart of the Ecrins National Park, between the Valgaudemar, Champsaur
and Dévoluy valleys. Your eyes will never cease to be amazed by this exceptional environment!
We can  discover  the  pleasures  of  hiking  in  the  mountains,  its  rivers  and lakes,  farmers'  and
producers' markets, and festive evenings organized in the surrounding villages (depending on the
programme). As a group, we will decide which activities and discovery outings we wish to organize
(subject to distance).

Closest train station: Gap (05000). We will meet you at the station between 4pm and 6pm.

Closest airports: Marseille or Lyon.

SJ/ESC32   BUILDING AN INTERNATIONAL AND ECOLOGICAL VILLAGE 1    11/07-24/07   
CONS/ENVI   16 vols    18-30

Project:  Vir'Volt  stands  for  InteRnational  VolunTeer  Village  (in  French).  Since  10  years,  the
organisation is located right in the middle of nature, near a regional park. Hosting youth from all
around the world, learning how to understand and appreciate differences. To plan and act together
to protect the environment. To create a positive impact on the surrounding environment and people
living there or simply passing by. Here lie our goals for this future village, which each year, is built
thanks to youths who come and contribute, with solidarity as their driving force. Vir'Volt also aims to
become fully eco friendly and sustainable which is reflected in our campsite ; yurts and teepees as
rooms, permaculture farming and gardening, water saving projects, reducing and reusing waste.
This small village will become great without sacrificing or damaging the surrounding environment
whilst  always  searching  better  and  more  eco  friendly  ways  of  living.  Your  action  will  be  in
accordance  with  the  objectives  12  and  13  of  sustainable  development  (UN)  in  favor  of  a
responsible consumption and production and of climate action.

Work: During this workcamp, you will be in various work projects on-site as well as in the local
town alongside local and international volunteers.
- 2 New yurts have been  installed on-site to be able to host more people! You will help in the
installation of the yurts. (Simple woodworking)
- In La Ferté-Alais, the former swimming pool is becoming a dedicated youth space. You will help in
the refurbishment of the interior walls. (Painting and simple masonry)
- Near our village (La Ferté-Alais), an ecological museum is being built.  Ancient and traditional
farming tools are in need of preserving to be exposed and teach future generations how land used
to be cultivated using only human energy. (Renovation)
- Inside the workcamp, we are creating small areas with many purposes. Reading, talking, relaxing,
planting  flowers… With your  involvement,  you can leave a meaningful  and traceable  mark by
building furniture using recycled wood pallets. (Simple woodworking, construction)
You will work in the mornings, afternoons will be reserved for leisure activities.

Accommodation and food: You will sleep in collective tents (yurts, tepees) on the campsite of the
association. Please bring a sleeping bag with you. The campsite has separate bathrooms and
showers, as well as a kitchen place. Food will be provided and cooked by the volunteers in turns.

Location: La Ferté Alais is approximately 50km south of Paris, in the Essonne region.
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Leisure activities: You will have the chance to enjoy the association's campsite and to discover
the cultural and natural heritage of the region which is part of a natural park. You will also help
organise some activities in order to meet and socialize with local  young people.  Other leisure
activities will be organised collectively depending on the wishes of the group and the available
budget.

Closest train station: La Ferté Alais RER station. 

Closest airports: Paris Roissy Charles de Gaulle, Paris Orly and Paris Beauvais.

Time and directions to the meeting point: La Ferté-Alais train station, between 2pm and 4pm 

Observations: This project should not be seen as a sightseeing trip to Paris. If you wish to visit
Paris, you should do so before arriving or after the dates of the workcamp.

        
SJ/ESC56   ON THE WAY TO MEETINGS   06/08-27/08   RENO/SOCI  10 vols  18-30

Project: Lying on the edge of a forest, the site of  la Madone attracts many hikers drawing their
curiosity. Based on community developmental work, this project intends to facilitate an exchange
between  the  local  community  and  international  volunteers.  In  response  to  the  UN  goal  of
“Sustainable  cities  and  communities”,  the  work  camp  will  be  focused  on  creating  common
intercultural space and exchange with the local community, exploring new ways of thinking, and
acting, sharing experiences, alternative living, and taking part in collective life. There will be many
occasions to  promote solidarity.  All  international  workcamp memories  are  unique,  so  come to
Dampvalley-lès-Colombe and make your own !

Work: A dozen stone constructions surround a tall statue, of about 10m. To bring new life to the
place you will renovate walls and structures, around 6 hours a day. You will learn techniques of
traditional  masonry  (wall-building)  with  mortar.  You  will  evolve  as  a  team  with  the  help  of  a
technical supervisor,  sharing all  tasks associated with collective life such as cooking, cleaning,
after work activities etc.

Accommodation and food: You will live in a municipal center set aside for your group and the
football pitch will also be at your disposition. The place is equipped with a kitchen and field beds
will be provided for you. Bring your own bedding, blankets or sleeping bags. Showers can be taken
in the homes of the locals. Alternatively you can prepare meals outdoors and use long drop toilets.
Accompanied  by  the camp leaders,  you will  make the menu and  prepare  the meals,  in  turn.
Vegetarian options are available. You will oftentimes share meals with the villagers giving you the
opportunity to discover the local gastronomy and what makes it unique.

Location: The commune of Dampvalley-lès-Colombe, is situated 10 km from Vesoul (70000) in the
department  of  Haute-Saône.  The  workcamp  is  located  approx.  15  minutes  on  foot  from  the
accommodation.

Leisure activities: May it  be  during the afternoons or  weekends;  your  group will  initiate and
organise the activities. The ideal programme will  account for the wishes of everybody and the
financial side of things.
In  Dampvalley-lès-Colombe you can enjoy the many local amenities such as the nautical centre
and the football pitch. You can also rely on the support of the villagers for organisation, as they will
be delighted to engage with you and to give advice on how to best discover the local environment
and enjoy your stay.

Closest train station: The closest train station is in Vesoul (70000).
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Closest airports: Paris and Basel in Switzerland.

Time and directions to the meeting point: A meeting point will be established to facilitate your
arrival. This is planned towards the end of the day between 4 pm and 6 pm. Campleaders will drive
you from the train station to the village.

SJ/ESC57   ST REMIX   06/08-27/08   RENO   12 vols   18-30

Project:  This  work  camp  allows  its  participants  to  expand  their  knowledge  and  abilities,  in
intercultural exchanges and construction. In response to the UN goal of “Sustainable cities and
communities”,  the  work  camp  will  be  focused  on  creating  common  intercultural  space  and
exchange  with  the  local  community,  exploring  new  ways  of  thinking,  and  acting,  sharing
experiences, living alternatively and taking part in collective life. There will be many occasions to
promote solidarity. All international workcamp memories are unique, so come to  Saint-Rémy-en-
Comté and make your own!

Work:  After your arrival, you will continue renovations started by the association a couple years
ago. You will learn to cut stones and traditional masonry (wall building) and renew the ruins of a
medieval castle. The work (around 6 hours a day) will be organised in teams and you will also be in
charge of all chores such as cooking, cleaning etc.

Accommodation and food: You will  live in  a building set  aside for  your group.  The place is
equipped with a kitchen and field beds will be provided for you. Bring your own bedding, blankets
or sleeping bags. Showers can be taken in the homes of the locals.
Accompanied by the camp leaders, you will make the menu and prepare the meals, in turn. Feel
free to initiate collective meals with the other residents. Vegetarian options are available. You will
oftentimes  share  meals  with  the  villagers  giving  you  the  opportunity  to  discover  the  local
gastronomy and what makes it unique.

Location: The  commune  of  Saint-Rémy-en  Comté  is  situated  30  km  from  Vesoul  in  the
department of Haute-Saône. The workplace and the accommodation lie very close to each other,
and the distance can easily be covered on foot.

Leisure activities:  May it  be  during the afternoons or  weekends;  your  group will  initiate  and
organise the activities. The ideal programme will  account for the wishes of everybody and the
financial side of things. It might include exploring the nature around the village, sports, games and
touristic sites that could awaken your curiosity.
With  its  medieval  ambiance  Saint-Rémy-en-Comté  and  its  surroundings  provide  many
opportunities to experience the region's unique flair together. You can also rely on the support of
the villagers for organisation, as they will be delighted to engage with you and to give advice on
how to best discover the local environment and enjoy your stay.

Closest train station: Vesoul (70000).

Closest airports: Paris and Basel in Switzerland.

Time and directions to the meeting point: A meeting point will be established to facilitate your
arrival. This is planned towards the end of the day between 4 pm and 6 pm. Campleaders will take
you from the station to the village.
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SJ/ESC70   A ROOF FOR THE ICE HOUSE   13/08-27/08   RENO   12 vols   18-30

Project: What’s the common point between a castle, winter and a giant hole in the floor ? The
answer is in Le Créneau ! During this project, you will help us renovate the fixed ice house on the
castle  grounds.  The  ice  collected  from  the  water  in  winter  was  stored  there  to  ensure  the
preservation of foodstuffs throughout the year.
Help us enhance this small heritage, to give it acknowledgment and to highlight the skills acquired
over the years!
Currently without any roof protection, the ice house must be waterproofed to protect it from bad
weather. Your actions will be in accordance with the objectives 5 and 8 of sustainable development
(UN) in favor of gender equality and decent work and economic growth.

Work: This project is a continuation of the first one carried out in July and is in advance of another
one. It will consist of protecting the structure from bad weather and laying a temporary floor in
preparation for the final restoration of the roof using the methods of the time.
In detail, this work, centered around carpentry, will consist of

• the installation of a floor structure based on the existing low wall
• laying a temporary floor on this structure
• the construction of a framework to protect the structure
• the installation of a temporary roof over this structure
• the construction of a protective barrier around the ice house

The work will  take place between 8:30AM and 1PM and between 2:30PM and 4:30PM, with a
break of 30 minutes around 11AM.

Accommodation and food:  Participants will be hosted on Le Créneau’s camping, in collective
tents  with  wooden  floors  and  beds.  WiFi  is  not  available  on  site.  Food  will  be  provided  and
prepared by the participants in groups, with the support of the cooking staff.

Location: Montcombroux les Mines (45 kms away from Moulins)

Leisure  activities:  Weekends are  planned  collectively  with  the group  leaders.  If  you  want  to
discover the cities around, Vichy and Moulins are 45 kms away. If you’d rather have a nice walk in
nature,  the  surroundings  are  perfect  for  hiking,  landscape  seeing,  discovering  local  markets,
swimming, and enjoying sports activities and games.

Closest train station : Moulins-sur-Allier (03000), 4 rue Philippe Thomas

Closest airports : Lyon or Paris

Arrival : Let’s meet at Moulins-sur-Allier train station, at 5PM !

SJ/ESC72   THE WITCHES’ CLAWS 1   30/08-20/09 (to be confirmed)   ENVI   12 vols   18-30

Project: This international camp is organized in partnership with the Syndicate mixed Rivage and
the town of Barcarès, on the edge of the Salses Leucate pond, in a protected wetland, renowned
for its varied biodiversity. The partnership between the Syndicat mixte Rivage and the REV has
existed for several years. The syndicate collaborates regularly with the REV, on the organization of
international worksites or other occasional events. The two structures are used to working together,
and find each other both in terms of their values and their ambitions.
This year's project will aim, in addition to removing invasive species (witches' claw, yucca, prickly
pears, agaves, etc.), to participate in implementing measures for the protection and enhancement
of existing biodiversity on the site (e.g. trail layout). Since the work is linked to weather conditions,
the tasks are generally defined at the start of the project. Your action will be in accordance with the
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objectives 14 and 15 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of the protection of fauna and flora
(aquatic and terrestrial).

Work:  This site will  allow you to carry out several activities: opening up environments (cutting
down trees), delimiting the protected area of the area frequented by kite surfers for example (laying
wooden barriers), uprooting invasive species in order to allow endemic species (flora or fauna) to
be able to reproduce. The aim of the project is to preserve the surroundings of the pond, whether
by managing attendance or managing plants. 25h/week

Accommodation and food: You will be accommodated in a gîte made available by the town hall.
This place includes dormitories, toilets and a kitchen. Meals will be provided and prepared in turn
by participants.

Location: Between the Mediterranean Sea and the pond of Salses Leucate, near Perpignan and
the Pyrenees.

Leisure activities: As the site will be held in a protected area, the majority of leisure activities will
consist of discovering the surrounding nature (fauna and flora), but also discovering the culinary
heritage. Transport will also be made available to organize discovery outings and leisure activities.

Closest Train Station: Leucate la Franqui station between 1 p.m. and 6 p.m.

Closest Airport: Montpellier

SJ/ESC82   THE REAL STORY BEHIND ARZELIERS CASTLE   17/09-02/10   RENO   12 vols  
18-30

Project:  At the gates of the provençale Baronnies, the site of Arzeliers lies perched on a small
mountain where one can marvel at a beautiful view of the Durance valley. This former village that
today is in ruins is the birthplace of the Laragne commune. There, we can still find the remnants of
a chapel as well as the ruins of several homes. For some years now, the commune of Laragne has
mobilized the ruins of the Arzeliers castle, a relic of the rich past of these communities, back to life
by upgrading and maintaining it. For this purpose, international workcamps of young volunteers
have been organized since 2013.

Work: Do you want to learn ancient masonry techniques and to register your action in accordance
with the objective 12 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of sustainable consumption and
production? How to use ancient and ecological materials?
This year, we will continue to work on protecting former homes in close proximity to the castle. With
the aim of preserving this heritage and its remains, we will use the same materials used at the
time, namely, plaster. We will collect the gypsum on site, and cook it (thanks to an oven built on
location), in order to reuse it in the masonry. All of this will be accomplished with the help of a
technical supervisor who will be there to share their knowledge! Warning, this will tone up your
arms! You’ll work for 30h a week, you will get there by vehicle. We will use a scaffold at times for
work at heights. Evenings and weekends are free for activities that you will choose and organize
together.

Accommodation and food: We’ll be living under tents on the « Montéglin » camping in Laragne,
a small town steeped in history and typically provençal. On the campgrounds, we have access to
amenities like sanitary facilities, a barbecue, a pool, a bocce ball court, a bar, a restaurant, and
WIFI. We will install a large kitchen tent in order to prepare our meals. We’ll take turns cooking,
that way we’ll be able to taste a number of different specialties ! Here, we pay attention to what we
eat, and to reduce our impact on the planet, we try to eat a maximum of local products and we limit
eating meat to twice a week. Community life will be organized together: organization of menus
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(vegetarian, vegan and other specific diets possible), grocery shopping, activities, etc. The lunch
will be cold as it will be taken to the construction site. Bring a mattress, a good sleeping bag (the
nights can be cool) and a pillow (to be adapted to your needs).

Location:  The small town of Laragne is a welcoming town with all  kinds of shops (10km from
Sisteron and 40km from Gap).

Leisure activities: We will be in an exceptional location to discover the joys of hiking among the
mountains,  its  rivers,  its  lakes,  the  farmers  markets,  and  festive  events  organized  in  the
surrounding  villages  (depending  on  programming).  As  a  group,  we’ll  decide  the  activities  and
outings that we want to set up (subject to distance).

Closest train station: Laragne Montéglin (05300)
You  can  arrive  by  train  from Grenoble  or  Marseille  directly  at  the  Laragne  Montéglin  station.
Carpooling is also possible because Laragne is on the road between Grenoble and Marseille. The
meeting times at the Laragne train station will be communicated to you on the infosheet (no times
available at this time).

Closest airports: Lyon or Marseille.

SJ/ESC87   AN ECOLOGICAL WORLD   24/10-06/11   ENVI/EDU   16 vols   18-30

Project:  The city of Vaires Sur Marne, a stone's throw from Paris, continues its path towards a more
ecological  and environmentally friendly  world.  In  this  project,  you will  be able to  help  develop eco
practices in the Bois de Vaires, and carry out environmental education activities for the benefit of future
generations!

Work:  Classified "Natura 2000",  the  Bois  de Vaires has a fitness  trail,  a  playground,  picnic  tables,
benches and land dedicated to sports practices, an arboretum made up of 29 topics. During this project,
you will be involved in the construction of ecological modules, which help to promote the biodiversity of
the wood (cleaning,  pruning,  construction of  insect  shelters,  birdhouses,  etc.).  Accompanied by the
animators of the site, you will build environmental education activities for the benefit of the children of
the city. Games, debates, quizzes, come and teach younger generations to understand and act on their
environment!

Accommodation and food: You will be accommodated in the city gymnasium, two single-sex sanitary
blocks available (showers and toilets). The construction site can be reached on foot 15 minutes from the
town center of the village.
The meals are prepared collectively by all the young people and the team in turn! For obvious ecological
reasons, the purchase of local organic products is prioritized, meat consumption is limited. Vegetarian or
vegan cooking for those who wish is possible.

Leisure: Accompanied by the animation teams, you can discover the banks of the Marne, go canoeing
along the marne, attend local cinema screenings, go hiking, and visit Paris during the weekends .

Location : Vaires Sur Marne, 77360, 30 min from Paris

Closest train station : Vaires Sur Marne, train “P”. Take the “P” train from Paris Gare de l'est Direction
“Vaires-Torcy”. Get off at Vaires

Closest airports: Paris

Meeting point: Meet at the Vaires sur Marne RER station on Monday September 24, 2022, between 3
and 6 p.m.
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SDGs:  11:  Sustainable  cities  and  communities,  12:  Sustainable  consumption  and  production,  13:
Climate protection, 15: Life terrestrial
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TEEN WORKCAMPS

SJ/TEEN17   CAPE TO THE ISLAND OF OLÉRON   08/07-22/07   RENO   10 vols   15-17

Project: The town of "Grand-Village", a resort in southwest "Oléron" Island, by the Atlantic, is a
loyal partner (since 1996). For some years now, the intercommunity and the town of Grand-Village
have  worked  to  enhance  the  local  lifestyle,  since  the  19th  century.  It  relies  on  the  Oléron's
traditional cottage, reflecting the insular life in the late 19th century. In order to restore this "eco-
farmhouse", due to be a site to explore and experience, local municipalities have again wished to
organize a workcamp.  Your actions will  be in  accordance with the objective 11 of  sustainable
development (UN) in favor of sustainable cities and communities.

Work: Led by an expert with stone-cutting experiences, you will continue the last session’s work.
You will learn several traditional masonry's techniques: renovating and erecting the dry stone walls
that surround and delimit the spaces of this traditional house. You will work in the mornings for
around 5 hours, adapted to the weather conditions.

Accommodation and food:  On a campsite,  in  two-person tents,  with all  the facilities on site
(showers, toilets, kitchen). Please bring a sleeping bag and a pillow. Bikes will be available to go
on the worksite and to have a ride on the island. You will have a vehicle available for all mobility in
the region. Food will be provided and meals will be prepared, in turn, by you, while respecting the
values of sustainable development and the culture of each other.

Location: On the Island of Oléron, 35 km from Rochefort-sur-Mer, Charente Maritime.

Leisure activities: You will have many sea activities opportunities, such as fishing and surfing at
local clubs. Beach, seaside bike rides, beach volleyball...  There are also cities to enjoy like La
Rochelle and Rochefort. Entertainment and excursions will be held with locals and in particular with
the young people of the "Grand-Village" youth center. Free time will favor encounters with locals
waiting for you!

Closest train station: Rochefort (17300)

Closest airport: Bordeaux

Arrival : At Rochefort train station, between 4pm and 6pm. The facilitators will shuttle between the
station and the place of accommodation.

Participation fee: 200€

SJ/TEEN21 BETWEEN DRY STONES AND RIVERS 09/07-22/07 RENO/CONS 15 vols 15-17

Project :  Come and join the great project of Citrus, and be a part in the renovation of the future
international hosting center of Laguépie. For more than ten years, teenagers from all around the
world have come and built, renovated, imagined and given shape to this great project.
Up the hill  of  the village of Laguepie, Citrus organization is a place for sharing and gathering,
where international volunteers are building, stone after stone and year after year, an intercultural
hosting  center.  Since  2012,  it’s  in  the  former  hamlet  of  “La  Mayounelle  ''  that  is  located  the
organization Citrus : office, refectory, kitchen, surrounded by green fields, a green theater and a
garden. Guided by the workcamp leaders, you will live in the heart of the organization and share
daily life with the whole team of Citrus. Your actions will be in accordance with the objectives 3 and
4 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of good health and well-being and of quality education.
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Work:  You will  take part  in the development of the outdoor place, making your contribution to
Citrus.
Below the main building, close to the garden, is located the future place to host volunteers during
international work camps. Guided by a technical leader of the organization, you will build dry stone
retaining  little  walls  to  support  terraces  already  created.  An  ancestral  tradition,  dry-stone
construction allows an ecological building, without concrete or mortar. They promote an ecosystem
in its own right.
To this main workshop, some others may be added, connected to the maintenance of the green
areas around Citrus, decoration of the premises, maintenance of the vegetable garden, etc…
From Monday to Friday, mornings will be for technical workshops (4 hours per day). Some people
will also be dedicated to do the meal preparations for all the group.

Accommodation and food:  In collective tents of 8 beds, with wooden floor and beds. Please
bring a sleeping bag and a pillow if you wish. Bathrooms, kitchen and refectory are in a building
nearby. Wifi isn’t accessible and there is no washing machine, so bring enough clothes for the stay,
or take something to wash your clothes by hand
You’ll  be responsible as a group of  cleaning the place and cooking the meals,  guided by the
campleaders. Some choices will be made to encourage local and seasonal products.

Location: on the site of Citrus organization, in the village of Laguepie. It  is 100km away from
Toulouse, between Albi and Montauban

Leisure activities: In the heart of the Aveyron Gorges, you will be able to take advantage of the
possibilities  offered  by  the  Tarn-et-Garonne:  swimming  in  the  Viaur  River,  accessible  on  foot,
visiting medieval villages, kayaking, and visiting Albi Cathedral, a Unesco World Heritage Site. With
the support of the animation team, you will also organize activities to meet the local population:
intervention at the market, international meal, intercultural games, etc.

Closest train station : Laguépie 82250

Closest airport : Toulouse-Blagnac (31000)

Arrival : between 4pm and 6pm, some volunteers will pick you up at the train station.

Participation fee: 200€

SJ/TEEN23   THE RUINS OF THE ABBEY CASTLE 1   09/07 – 23/07  ARCHEO  15 vols  15-17
SJ/TEEN47   THE RUINS OF THE ABBEY CASTLE 2   27/07 – 10/08  ARCHEO  15 vols  15-17
SJ/TEEN67   THE RUINS OF THE ABBEY CASTLE 3   13/08 – 27/08  ARCHEO  15 vols  15-17

Project : On the outskirts of an imposing abbey or in the revenue room of the castle, you will walk
in the footsteps of archaeologists from the beginning of the 20th century, clearing the wall of the
cloister while being attentive to all the little details of the past that the may have missed at the time.
Hidden in the hollow of a green valley, the commune of Coly - St Amand is located in the heart of
the  Périgord  Noir,  a  territory  rich  in  history!  Composed of  two former  municipalities  that  have
gathered, we will contribute in bringing these former separate territories together. The ruins of the
abbey castle in Coly, a testimony to the valley's rich past, preserve beautiful architectural elements
(bread oven, vaulted room...) and beautiful secrets remain to be revealed. The abbey of St Amand
is proof of the power of the church on this territory throughout the Middle Ages.
After several clearing workcamps on the castle, we arrive this year to the historical layers of the
ground. And for the first year we will also work around the abbey of St Amand. Managed by an
archeologuist,  you will  work on the excavations of the past centuries. Festivals,  night markets,
village festivals will be held throughout the summer and you will work with local volunteers to set
them up. 
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You will discover the population’s hospitality and the charm of the landscapes and local heritage,
by organizing with the other volunteers and other groups and leaders your program of activities. 

Work: It will take place on the mornings. The workcamp is diversed as it is both physical work of
disbursement  (shovels,  pickaxes,  wheelbarrow)  and  careful  work  with  excavation  (trowels,
brushes...) and consolidation work; trail maintenance and itinerary creation, clearing and pruning.
You will have the opportunity to discover many aspects of manual work. 
 
Accommodation  and  food:  You  will  be  hosted  at  the  municipal  stadium.  Sleeping  in  tents,
mattresses  provided.  Remember  to  bring  your  duvet  and  a  pillow.  A covered  dining  area  is
reserved for you, with a kitchen where in turns you can prepare good dishes.

Location: Coly - St Amand is located in Périgord Noir, 10 km from the Lascaux caves, between
Périgueux and Brive. 
 
Leisure activities : You will build your activity program together, based on the outdoor activities
available around us. 
 
Closest train station:  Condat-Le Lardin 

Meeting point :  Let’s meet on your arrival  day in the late afternoon at  Condat-Le Lardin train
station. 

Closest airport: Bordeaux-Mérignac or Toulouse-Blagnac. 

SGD : 11 Sustainable cities and communities

Participation fee : 200 euros

SJ/TEEN25   A PARC AND A THEATRE FOR THE BIODIVERSITY 1   10/07 – 24/07   ENVI –
ART   15 vols   15-17
SJ/TEEN49   A PARC AND A THEATRE FOR THE BIODIVERSITY 2   28/07 – 11/08   ENVI –
ART   15 vols   15-17
SJ/TEEN69   A PARC AND A THEATRE FOR THE BIODIVERSITY 3   14/08 – 28/08   ENVI –
ART   15 vols   15-17

Project: The town of Bergerac invites you to discover the Dordogne at the heart of its international
workcamp.  Reflecting the multicultural aspects of a project of young volunteers, the diversity of
actors of this project and actions will surprise all the participants. The Pombonne park, a high-
quality educational environmental center, is a place very appreciated by Bergeracois (name of the
inhabitants  of  Bergerac),  and  will  be  a  privileged  meeting  placed between  residents  and
volunteers. It will also be the place to build an animal observatory using the super adobe technique
(in earth sacks). They need your hands! You will also carry out other work such as the construction
of  nest boxes and the creation of  thematic signage (fauna and flora)  and their  translation into
English. Magnificent lake in the park will offer you afternoons by the water. La Gargouille theatre is
looking forward to welcoming you and to make you discover it. The international project is part of
this approach to make this very technical association originally a space of life and exchange for
local inhabitants and people from around the world passing through the region. 

Work: The work site consists of various environmental work, construction and rehabilitation of a
performance hall. There will also be more artistic and creative assignments for the park and the
theater. You will work in various spaces frequented daily by the inhabitants in order to improve their
living  environment.  The  workcamp  will  take  place  in  the  mornings  and  the  discovery  of  the
surroundings and the community life in the afternoons.
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Accommodation and food: You will  be welcomed at the Gargouille theater. Sleeping in tents,
mattresses provided. Outdoor showers and toilets will be installed for you. As well as chalets for
preparing meals, with a kitchen where you can take turns preparing good dishes. 

Location: Bergerac, south of the Dordogne.

Leisure  activities: Swimming,  canoeing,  site  visits,  meeting  with  locals,  circus  and  theater
workshops.

Closest train station: Bergerac station.

Meeting point : Let’s meet on Wednesday July, 8th at the end of the afternoon at Bergerac station.

Closest airport: Bergerac Airport ; Bordeaux – Mérignac

Participation fee: 200€

SJ/TEEN29 KEEPING FAÏ WARM 1 11/07-23/07 RENO 12 vols 15-17
SJ/TEEN59 KEEPING FAÏ WARM 2 07/08-20/08 RENO 12 vols 15-17

Project:  Participating  in  the  ecological  insulation  of  a  stone  house  in  the  heart  of  an  idyllic
mountain landscape- that sounds interesting? Join us and come discover the former Ferme du Faï
and its  natural  setting  at  an altitude of  about  1000 meters!  The association  Les Villages des
Jeunes has managed, organized, and renovated Faï’s welcome center since 1990, in partnership
with  the  SIVU  of  Haute-Maraize.  The  Ferme  du  Faï  is  a  former  agricultural  area  where  the
buildings were converted into studios and group accommodations. From April to December, the
association organizes a back-to-work project there for local residents and welcomes, in the form of
internships, young people facing hardships. In the summer, the Faï is also a place of residence for
professional artists that come to take advantage of the amazing location to create collectively and
contribute  to  festivals  like  La Montagne qui  Chante...The workcamps that  we organize at  Faï
contribute to making this a place of innovation and freedom where working and living together,
whether that be for a few days or several months, becomes possible for young people and adults,
people from all countries and all cultures, employees, volunteers, artists, tourists etc. The activities
at the Faï farm are in line with several objectives of sustainable development by a responsible
consumption and production, by a functioning which wants to be equal for each person present, by
an attention brought to a participative education of quality and this since its origin and also the wish
to take part in the well-being and the good health of the people. We hope that you too, a volunteer
from France or abroad,  will  come with this  spirit  of  openness and collaboration that  fuels  our
project !

Work: After the insulation of the "Auberg'in" building this year, the insulation work is taking place
on a building called "The Farm". This building hosts the long term volunteers but also the offices
and  housing  of  the  permanent  employees.  For  the  comfort  of  the  people  and  for  ecological
reasons, we want to improve the insulation of this stone house. With the help of the technical
supervisor, we will work with eco-construction techniques and materials (such as hemp and lime,
wood). We will build a wooden frame on the outside of the house. This framework will be used to
contain the insulation, made of a mortar of lime and hemp straw. At certain times, we will work at
height, using a scaffolding. The time spent on the site is approximately 30 hours per week.

Accommodation  and  food:  Housing  will  be  in  individual  tents,  that  we  furnish  and  provide
mattresses for,  on  the campgrounds of  the  Ferme du Faï.  The campgrounds have access to
showers, restrooms, and the kitchen. There’s no WIFI, but you’ll be able to meet people from all
over the world ! We’ll take turns cooking, that way we’ll  be able to taste a number of different
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specialties ! Here, we pay attention to what we eat, and to reduce our impact on the planet, we try
to eat a maximum of local products and limit eating meat to twice a week. The collective life is
organized  together:  organization  of  the  menus  (vegetarian,  vegan  and  other  possible  specific
diets), shopping, activities, etc. The meals will be shared by all the people present on the farm.
Bring a mattress, a good comforter (nights can be cold) and a pillow (to be adapted according to
your needs).

Location: The farm of Faï, 3km from the village of Saix, is 15km away from the main city, Veynes.
Grocery shopping days, which will be conducted once or twice a week, will be organized using our
vehicles.

Leisure activities: We will be in an exceptional location to discover the joys of hiking among the
mountains,  its  rivers,  its  lakes,  the  farmers  markets,  and  festive  events  organized  in  the
surrounding  villages  (depending  on  programming).  As  a  group,  we’ll  decide  the  activities  and
outings that we want to set up (subject to distance). Once a week, the welcome center generally
organizes an evening of music with homemade woodfired pizzas.

Closest  train  station:  Veynes  Dévoluy  (05400)  –  Accessible  via  the  stations  Valence  TGV,
Valence city, Grenoble, Marseille Saint-Charles. The meeting times at the Veynes train station will
be communicated to you on the route map (no times available at this time).

Closest airports: Lyon ou Marseille.

Participation fee: 200€

SJ/TEEN86   REVIVING THE RIVER   11/07-24/07   RENO   16 vols   15-17

Project: Along the Essonne, many washhouses testify to the history of the river, its use for textile
manufacturing,  washing  laundry,  meetings...  This  historic  heritage  renovation  project  aims  to
restore the capacity of the Cerny washhouse to once again welcome young people and residents,
to once again become a place of meetings and exchanges along the streams in a natural setting.
Used for  centuries,  the  Cerny washhouse is  now abandoned.  This  renovation  project  aims to
transform the  city's  historic  wash  house  into  a  pleasant  place  that  can  once  again  welcome
residents, young and old, to walk around, organize events, reconnect with nature...

Work: During 15 days, you will participate in the morning between 9:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. in light
masonry work, painting and environmental cleaning of the surroundings of the washhouse and the
river. No specific skills are required, apart from the desire for commitment and good humor!
During the afternoons, the entertainment team will offer you activities to discover the environment,
games, workshops, and evening evenings under the stars!
You will also have the opportunity to spend a day in Paris, and come and visit the association's
eco-village, located 5 minutes from Cerny!

Accommodation and food:  You will  be accommodated in the city gymnasium, two single-sex
sanitary blocks available (showers and toilets). The construction site can be reached on foot 10
minutes from the town center of the village.
The meals are prepared collectively by all the young people and the team in turn! For obvious
ecological  reasons,  the  purchase of  local  organic  products  is  prioritized,  meat  consumption is
limited. Vegetarian or vegan cooking for those who wish is possible.

Location : Cerny (91590), 40 km south of Paris.

Leisure activities :  Activities offered by the entertainment team, canoeing, visits to Pairs, hikes,
big games...
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Closest train station : La Ferté Alais 91590
Take  the  RER D from Paris  (Gare  du  Nord,  Chatelet,  Gare  de Lyon …)  direction  “Corbeille-
Essonne”, change at Juvisy. Take the RER D towards “Malherbe”. Get off at La Ferté Alais

Meeting point: Let’s meet at the RER station in La Ferté Alais on Monday July 11, 2022, between
3 and 6 p.m.

SDG: 12: Sustainable consumption and production, 13: Climate protection, 15: Life on land

Participation fee: 200€

SJ/TEEN30   THE GREEN THEATRE 1   11/07-24/07   CONS   12 vols   15-17

Project:  Participate  in  the  development  of  a  workshop  for  young  and  old,  professionals  and
neophytes, sounds interesting, doesn't it? Join us and come discover the Hameau de Vaunières
and its natural setting at 1173 meters above sea level ! Vaunières, a hamlet unlike any other ! Lost
at the end of the Buëch valley, at the heart of the Hautes Alpes, the association Les Villages des
Jeunes has managed, organized, and renovated the residential center of Vaunières since 1964 !
Vaunières was a former small mountain village that today has become a sort of launching pad for
local youth and adults,  but it’s  also a venue used to host French and international volunteers.
Vaunières is a vacation destination for many families, tourists, and constituent groups who come to
take advantage of  the calm mountain  atmosphere and the dynamics of  the environment.  The
workcamps that we organize at Vaunières with volunteers from all countries allow us to reinforce
the cultural diversity of our engagement and make this site a place that is open to the world, where
people of all ages and of all social and cultural backgrounds agree to meet each other and work
together while participating in life within a community. The activities at the Faï farm are in line with
several objectives of sustainable development by a responsible consumption and production, by a
functioning  which  wants  to  be  equal  for  each  person  present,  by  an  attention  brought  to  a
participative education of quality and this since its origin and also the wish to take part  in the
wellbeing and the good health of the people. We hope that you too, a volunteer from France or
abroad, will come with this spirit of openness and collaboration that fuels our project !

Work:  This summer's  construction  sites will  all  be working to rebuild  a  bridge over  the small
Vaunierette river. This bridge was built in the year 2000 and had begun to deteriorate seriously. At
the end of last summer, the team dismantled it  for safety reasons. This year,  we invite you to
participate in its total reconstruction. The first step will be to dismantle the central stone pillar which
is in danger of collapsing into the river. After that, the preparation work of the wooden structure will
be done. The technique that will be used is very common in the construction of bridges and aircraft
fuselages. It is the triangulated or lattice system which consists in assembling each section so that
a good balance of stresses is respected. And it promises a pretty cool result. 

Accommodation and food: Accommodation will be in individual tents, which we provide, as well
as mattresses, on the camping areas of the hamlet of Vaunières, with access to showers, toilets,
and the kitchen. There is no WIFI. But you will meet people from all over the world! You will take
turns cooking, so that we can taste several specialties! Here, we are careful about what we eat. To
reduce our impact on the planet, we try to eat a maximum of local products and we eat meat twice
a week. The collective life is organized together: organization of the menus (vegetarian, vegan and
other specific diets possible),  shopping, activities, etc.  Bring a mattress, a good comforter (the
nights can be cold) and a pillow (to be adapted to your needs).

Location: Le Hameau de Vaunières, 6km from the village St Julien en Beauchêne, is 23km away
from the main city, Veynes. Grocery shopping, which will be conducted once or twice a week, will
be organized using our vehicles.
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Leisure activities: We will be in an exceptional location to discover the joys of hiking among the
mountains,  its  rivers,  its  lakes,  the  farmers  markets,  and  festive  events  organized  in  the
surrounding  villages  (depending  on  programming).  As  a  group,  we’ll  decide  the  activities  and
outings that we want to set up (subject to distance). Once a week, the welcome center generally
organizes an evening of music with homemade woodfired pizzas.

Closest train station : Lus-La-Croix-Haute (26620). The meeting times at the Veynes train station
will be communicated to you on the route map (no times available at this time).

Closest airports: Marseille or Lyon

Participation fee: 200€

SJ/TEEN35   « GAMES FOR ALL 1 »   16/07-30/07   CULT/CONS   15 vols   15-17
SJ/TEEN52   « GAMES FOR ALL 2 »   30/07-13/08   CULT/CONS   15 vols   15-17
SJ/TEEN66   « GAMES FOR ALL 3 »   13/08-27/08   CULT/CONS   15 vols   15-17

Project:  Le Centre de Beaumotte hosts people from all  over the world and a large variety of
backgrounds, including international volunteers, who spend an entire year living and working at the
center. As a collective experience, this project offers time and space for an intercultural exchange
and sharing of ideas. In the spirit of the «responsible consumption and production» goals set by
the UN, this work camp will be about group construction work, and will encourage new ways of
living and thinking. Here, in the French countryside, you will be able to share an enriching daily life
with young people from all around the world.

Work: In this place of learning and experimentation, everyone is invited to add their unique touch
to a very colorful tapestry. During the work (4 hours a day) you will learn techniques from carpentry,
to create giant wooden games which will be used at the center for festivals and special occasions.
You will evolve as a team with the help of a technical supervisor, sharing all tasks associated with
collective life such as cooking, cleaning, after work activities etc.

Accommodation and food: You will stay at the center and have a bed to yourself. Please bring
your own duvet or sleeping bag and pillow. The center is equipped with a bathroom and a kitchen.
Accompanied by the camp leaders, you will make the menu and prepare the meals, in turns. Feel
free to initiate collective meals with the other residents. Vegetarian options are available.

Location: Association  Centre  de  Beaumotte,  Le  Saussoir,  70190  Beaumotte-Aubertans.  The
commune is situated 30-minute drive from Besançon.

Leisure activities: May it  be  during the afternoons or  weekends;  your  group will  initiate and
organize the activities. The ideal programme will take into consideration the wishes of everybody
and a financial side of things. You can also rely on the support of the residents for organization, as
they will be delighted to engage with you and to give advice on how to best discover the local
environment and enjoy your stay.

Closest train stations: Vesoul and Besançon. We are located 25 minutes away from Vesoul, 30
minutes away from Besançon TGV and 35 minutes away from Besançon-Viotte.

Closest airports : Paris or Basel in Switzerland

Time and directions to the meeting point: A meeting point will be established to facilitate your
arrival. This is planned towards the end of the day between 4 pm and 6 pm. Camp Leaders will
drive you to the Centre de Beaumotte.
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Participation fee: 200€

SJ/TEEN42   MEETING BEYOND THE PEBBLES   24/07-06/08   RENO/CONS   15 vols 12-14

Project  :  Come and join a great  project  of  Citrus and be part  in  the renovation of  the future
international hosting center of Laguépie. For more than ten years, teenagers from all around the
world have come and built, renovated, imagined and gave shape to this great project.
Up the hill  of  the village of Laguepie, Citrus organization is a place for sharing and gathering,
where international volunteers are building, stone after stone and year after year, an intercultural
hosting center. Since 2012, it’s in the former hamlet of “La Mayounelle » that is located in the
organization Citrus : office, refectory, kitchen, surrounded by green fields, a green theater and a
garden. Guided by the work-camp leaders, you will live in the heart of the organization and share
daily life with the whole team of Citrus. Your actions will be in accordance with the objectives 3 and
4 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of good health and well-being and of quality education.

Work:  You  will  take  part  in  the  creation  and  realization  of  cobblestone  floors,  making  your
contribution to Citrus. The art of “calades” (cobblestones) is an ancestral Occidental technique; it is
the paving of the ground with local stones. It will make it easier to move around the association's
site,  create weather-resistant paths,  and enhance the Occidental  architectural  heritage.  To this
main workshop, some others may be added, connected to maintenance of the green areas around
Citrus, decoration of the premises, maintenance of the vegetable garden, etc…
From Monday to Friday, mornings will be dedicated to technical workshops (4hours per day). Some
people will also be dedicated to do the meal preparations for all the group.

Accommodation and food:  In collective tents of 8 beds, with wooden floor and beds. Please
bring a sleeping bag and a pillow if you wish. Bathrooms, kitchen and refectory are in a building
nearby. Wifi isn’t accessible and there is no washing machine, so bring enough clothes for the stay,
or take something to wash your clothes by hand
You’ll  be responsible as a group of  cleaning the place and cooking the meals,  guided by the
campleaders. Some choices will be made to encourage local and seasonal products.

Location: on the site of Citrus organization, in the village of Laguepie. It  is 100km away from
Toulouse, between Albi and Montauban

Leisure activities:  In the afternoons and evenings, let your creativity talk ! Those times will be
organised all together with the group. You will be able to enjoy swimming in the river nearby, to visit
medieval villages, or to go for a kayak ride in a kayak ! With the help of the camp leaders, you’ll
organize events to connect with the local community, such as international dinners.

Closest train station : Laguépie (82250)

Closest airport : Toulouse-Blagnac (31000)

Arrival: Between 4 and 6 pm at  Laguépie's  train station.  For  teenagers coming from abroad,
campleaders can pick you up at the end of afternoon at Toulouse's airport if needed.

Participation fee: 200€
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SJ/TEEN44   THE AREA AROUND THE VAUNIERETTE BRIDGE   25/07-10/08   CONS   12 vols
15-17

Project: Participating in  the development of  a workshop for  young and old,  professionals and
neophytes, sounds interesting, isn't it ? Join us and come discover the Hameau de Vaunières and
its natural setting at 1173 meters above sea level ! Vaunières, a hamlet unlike any other ! Lost at
the end of the Buëch valley, at the heart of the Hautes Alpes, the association Les Villages des
Jeunes has managed, organized, and renovated the residential center of Vaunières since 1964 !
Vaunières was a former small mountain village that today has become a sort of launching pad for
local youth and adults,  but it’s  also a venue used to host French and international volunteers.
Vaunières is a vacation destination for many families, tourists, and constituent groups who come to
take advantage of  the calm mountain  atmosphere and the dynamics of  the environment.  The
workcamps that we organize at Vaunières with volunteers from all countries allow us to reinforce
the cultural diversity of our engagement and make this site a place that is open to the world, where
people of all ages and of all social and cultural backgrounds agree to meet each other and work
together while participating in life within a community. The activities at Vaunières are in line with
several objectives of sustainable development by a responsible consumption and production, by a
functioning  which  wants  to  be  equal  for  each  person  present,  by  an  attention  brought  to  a
participative education of quality and this since its origin and also the wish to take part in the well
being and  the good  health  of  the  people.  We hope that  you too will  come with  this  spirit  of
openness and collaboration that fuels our project!

Work: This work site will be dedicated to the preparation of the surroundings of the future bridge
over the river "la Vaunierette". This is an essential and important step that helps to consolidate the
foundations that will house the future bridge. We propose various actions of small masonry on the
supporting pillars, the resumption of a gabion (large box filled with stone) in order to put it back in
the direction of the river bed. You will also be able to participate in the creation of steps to facilitate
access  and  crossing  of  the  river  on  either  side  of  the  temporary  footbridge.  You  will  be
accompanied  by  a  technical  supervisor  assisted  by  an  agent  from  SMIGIBA  (the  joint
intercommunal management syndicate for the Buëch and its tributaries) who will guide you and
help you to understand how a mountain torrential river lives and the impact of your actions on this
environment (fauna/flora). 

Accommodation and food: Accommodation will be in individual tents, which we provide, as well
as mattresses, on the camping areas of the hamlet of Vaunières, with access to showers, toilets,
and the kitchen. There is no WIFI. But you will meet people from all over the world! You will take
turns cooking, so that we can taste several specialties ! Here, we are careful about what we eat. To
reduce our impact on the planet, we try to eat a maximum of local products and we eat meat twice
a week. The collective life is organized together : organization of the menus (vegetarian, vegan
and other specific diets possible), shopping, activities, etc. Bring a mattress, a good comforter (the
nights can be cold) and a pillow (to be adapted to your needs). An educational facilitator will be
present throughout the work camp to help you organize yourselves collectively and to propose
activities.

Location: Le Hameau de Vaunières, 6km from the village St Julien en Beauchêne, is 23km away
from the main city, Veynes. Grocery shopping, which will be conducted once or twice a week, will
be organized using our vehicles.

Leisure activities: We will be in an exceptional location to discover the joys of hiking among the
mountains,  its  rivers,  its  lakes,  the  farmers  markets,  and  festive  events  organized  in  the
surrounding  villages  (depending  on  programming).  As  a  group,  we’ll  decide  the  activities  and
outings that we want to set up (subject to distance). Once a week, the welcome center generally
organizes an evening of music with homemade wood fired pizzas.

Closest train station :  Lus-La-Croix-Haute (26620)
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Meeting point : The meeting will be on 25/07 in the afternoon. The exact time at Lus-La-Croix-
Haute train station will be communicated to you on the infosheet (no times available at this time). 

Closest airports : Marseille or Lyon.

Participation fee :  200€

SJ/TEEN53   ON FOOT TOWARDS INTERCULTURALITY   04/08-18/08   ENVI/CULT   10 vols  
15-17

Project: The Hiking and Tourism Service of Jonzac, in the profit of its 7,000 kilometers of hiking,
aims  to  create  a  sports  workcamp for  international  teenagers.  Thus,  this  Tourism  Service  in
partnership with Maison des Bateleurs – Solidarités Jeunesses seeks to develop the interculturality
and well-being of the community of Haute Saintonge. Exchanges are planned between the locals
and young people with main events, but also the support of young people in the assembly of hiking
events. Your actions will be in accordance with the objectives 3 and 15 of sustainable development
(UN) in favor of good health and life on land.

Work: Accompanied by professionals in the development of green areas and the protection of flora
and fauna, you will contribute to the maintenance, marking and clearing of hiking trails. In addition,
you will participate in the workshops of interculturality and well-being. You will work around 4 hours
in the mornings.

Accommodation  and  food:  You  will  sleep  in  dorms  (8  people)  at  Maison  des  Bateleurs,
Montendre. You will have a vehicle available for all mobility in the region. Food will be provided for
breakfast,  lunch  and  dinner  (you  have  a  food  budget  which  the  facilitators  will  manage  and
communicate with you throughout the work). The meals will be prepared, in turn, by you, especially
for lunch and dinner while respecting environmental values and local resources, as well as the
culture  of  each  and  everyone  (hot  and  cold  dishes  as  well  as  vegetarian  and  vegan  will  be
prepared).

Location : Montendre, Charente-Maritime, 75 kms away from Bordeaux

Leisure activities: You can learn many things about ecology thanks to the support of the Hiking
and  Tourism Services  of  Jonzac.  In  addition,  the  city  has  an important  cultural  and historical
heritage. You can also visit the forests of the Landes, the estuary of the Gironde as well as the visit
of cities like Bordeaux, Saintes or Angoulême (historic city of cartoons magazines).

Closest train station: Montendre (17130)

Closest airport: Bordeaux
Arrival : Let’s meet at Montendre train station between 4pm and 6pm. The facilitators will shuttle
between the station and the place of accommodation.

SDG: SDG 3 Good Health -Wellbeing et SDG 15 Life on Land

Participation fee: 200€
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TRILATERAL WORKCAMPS

Those  projects  are  financed  by  the  Franco-German  Youth  Office  (OFAJ  in  French)  and  are
reserved for German organizations and for partners that already signed the agreement with SJ.

SJ/TRI34   CHESTNUT IN CÉVENNES   13/07-02/08   ENVI   6 vols   15-17

Project:  The  workcamp will  be  held  in  a  unique  location  in  the  Cévennes  National  Reserve
(Lozère), in partnership with two local associations. One has rehabilitated a hotel from the Middle
Ages, in a spirit of community, openness and benevolence towards everyone. The second is a
citizen collective organized around the management of local natural resources in an approach of
respect for the environment and sustainability. Your action will be in accordance with the objective
12 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of sustainable consumption and production.

Work: You will be involved with the citizen collective in the management of local resources. More
specifically, the site will be around the chestnut grove. This year, the work will specifically concern
the educational trail that runs through this chestnut grove: construction of a playground for children,
development of educational elements (carpentry), minor leveling and earthworks 20h/week. 

Accommodation and food:  The workcamp will take place in a particularly isolated area, where
you will be accommodated camping in individual tents (remember to bring your sleeping bag) in the
chestnut grove, solar showers and dry toilets will be installed near the camp. In addition, if the
climatic conditions deteriorate too much to be able to camp, a shelter, a few hundred meters away,
will be accessible. Meals will be provided and prepared in turn by participants.

Location: Near the rural area of Ventalon in the Cévennes.

Leisure activities:  As the site is held in an isolated area, the majority of leisure activities will
consist of discovering the surrounding nature, hiking in the Cévennes and swimming in the river.
Transport will also be made available to organize discovery outings and leisure activities.

Closest Train Station: Genolhac station. Between 1 p.m. and 6 p.m.

Closest Airport: Montpellier

SDG: No. 12: Responsible production and consumption

Participation fee: 200€

SJ/TRI37   TELL ME ABOUT THE FOREST   17/07-31/07   ENVI   15 vols   15-17 ans

Project: Do you like to take a walk in the forest ? In Le Créneau, we also do : In front of our castle,
our hosting center has a beautiful, century-old forest estate with unusual flora. The Prureaux forest
is not exploited and little by little the paths have disappeared. Help us to reclaim the forest and
reopen a walking path by creating two new ways. In order to make our forest a real support for
discovery and awareness, you will create a playful and educational path to discover the natural
heritage.

Work:
- Reopening old paths: by clearing the paths of fallen trees and branches, by pruning and clearing
the surroundings.
-  Creating signposting:  by creating wooden stencils,  we will  mark the paths with paint  so that
everyone can find their way around.
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-  Facilitating the pathway:  by creating small  facilities (small  steps, bridges and ramps) to help
movement and make the pathway safer
-  Identify  biodiversity:  Accompanied  by  a  specialist,  this  work  of  identifying  the  common  and
remarkable biodiversity of our forest will be a basis for the creation of our environmental education
tools (the trail game and the educational trail)
-  Create  a  trail  game:  Used  by  future  groups  or  during  nature  activities  in  the  forest  with
schoolchildren and social centers, it will enable them to discover the forest's inhabitants and flora
in a playful way (riddles, photo rally, rebus …)
- Create wooden educational panels: For use by visitors and the local population who come to walk
in  the  woods,  this  trail  will  combine  the  useful  with  the  pleasant  by  marking  the  path  with
information on the natural riches of the forest.
The work will take place in the morning, from 8:30AM to 1PM, with a break of 30 minutes around
11AM.

Accommodation and food: You will be hosted on Le Créneau’s camping, in collective tents (5-6
persons per tent) with wooden floor and beds. WiFi is not available on site. Food will be provided
and prepared in the kitchen of the castle by the participants in groups, with the support of the
cooking staff.

Location: Montcombroux les Mines (45 kms away from Moulins)

Leisure activities: Afternoons and weekends are planned collectively with the group leaders. If
you want to discover the cities around, Vichy and Moulins are 45 kms away. If you’d rather have a
nice walk in nature, the surroundings are perfect for hiking, landscape seeing, discovering local
markets, swimming, and enjoying sports activities and games.

Closest train station : Moulins-sur-Allier (03000), 4 rue Philippe Thomas

Closest airports : Lyon or Paris

Arrival : Let’s meet at Moulins-sur-Allier train station, at 5pm !

Participation fee: 200€

SJ/TRI54   GREAT HOUSES, SMALL ANIMALS   06/08-20/08   ENVI   15 vols   15-17

Project:  Do  you  know  what  owls,  insects  and  bats  have  in  common  ?  They  all  serve  our
environment! Come find out more in Le Créneau ! Located in the middle of nature, our hosting
center provides a natural,  well preserved and rich biodiversity.  This biodiversity is the home to
various remarkable species, who deserve to be protected and valued as such : bats, owls, mice,
bugs, frogs, etc. Come to help us preserve those so called « undesirable » species, and contribute
to bring awareness to the part they play in the local ecosystem. A great workcamp so sing along
the frog’s song ! Your actions will be in accordance with the objectives 5 and 12 of sustainable
development (UN) in favor of gender equality and responsible consumption and production.

Work: There will be multiple workshops along the workcamp so that everyone can participate in
constructing houses and arrange places.
What to expect :

• Listening and observing sessions of nocturnal raptors with specific techniques
• Building of a birdhouse
• Building of a low wall using dry stone technique
• Building of a house for bats
• Renovation of the bugs’ hotel
• Planting honey seeds
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The work will take place in the morning, from 8:30AM to 1PM, with a break of 30 minutes around
11AM.

Accommodation and food: Participants will be hosted on Le Créneau’s camping, within collective
tents  (5-6  per  tents)  with  wooden floor  and beds.  WiFi  is  not  available  on site.  Food  will  be
provided and prepared by the participants in groups, in the castle’s kitchen with the support of the
cooking staff.

Location: Montcombroux les Mines (45 kms away from Moulins)

Leisure activities: Afternoons and weekends are planned collectively with the group leaders. If
you want to discover the cities around, Vichy and Moulins are 45 kms away. If you’d rather have a
nice walk in nature, the surroundings are perfect for hiking, landscape seeing, discovering local
markets, swimming, and enjoying sports activities and games.

Closest train station : Moulins-sur-Allier (03000), 4 rue Philippe Thomas

Closest airports : Lyon or Paris

Arrival : Let’s meet at Moulins-sur-Allier train station, at 5PM !

Participation fee: 200€

SJ/TRI63   LET’S RENOVATE THE COLONY   01/08-15/08   ENVI   6 vols   15-17

Project: The worksite will be held at the REV's permanent site, a former summer camp culminating
at an altitude of 1500m. This site is located at the foot of Mont Lozère in the heart of the Cévennes.
The REV took over the place in the spring and wants this place to become a place of welcome,
exchange and meeting. It is conveniently located on Stevenson Road. The project therefore aims
to develop the exteriors so that visitors can find a pleasant place to meet international volunteers,
construction  site  volunteers,  etc.  Your  action  will  be  in  accordance  with  the  objective  12  of
sustainable development (UN) in favor of sustainable consumption and production.

Work:  You  will  be  involved  with  the  REV  team  on  the  layout  of  the  garden  and  a  Colony
Restoration Party. More specifically, the project will aim to restore wooden benches and create a
terraced garden where flowers can be planted. You can also do small carpentry work to make
shutters for the part that will serve as reception during the winters. 20h/week

Accommodation and food:  The workcamp will take place in a particularly isolated area, where
you will be accommodated on the REV site in individual tents (remember to bring your sleeping
bag). You will have access to sanitary facilities near the camp. In addition, if the climatic conditions
deteriorate too much to be able to camp, a shelter, a few meters away, will be accessible. Meals
will be provided and prepared in turn by participants.

Location: Very close to Mont Lozère

Leisure activities:  As the site is held in an isolated area, the majority of leisure activities will
consist of exploring the surrounding nature, hiking in the Cévennes and swimming in the river.
Transport will also be made available to organize discovery outings and leisure activities.

Closest Train Station: Genolhac station. Between 1 p.m. and 6 p.m.

Closest Airport: Montpellier
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Participation fee: 200€

SJ/TRI64   THE GRASS IS ALWAYS GREENER   10/08-23/08   RENO/CONS   15 vols   15-17

Project :  Come and join the great project of Citrus, and be a part in the renovation of the future
international hosting center of Laguépie. For more than ten years, teenagers and adults from all
around the world have come and built, renovated, imagined and gave shape to this great project.
Up the hill  of  the village of Laguepie, Citrus organization is a place for sharing and gathering,
where international volunteers are building, stone after stone and year after year, an intercultural
hosting  center.  Since  2012,  it’s  in  the  former  hamlet  of  “La  Mayounelle  ''  that  is  located  the
organization Citrus : office, refectory, kitchen, surrounded by green fields, a green theater and a
garden. Guided by the work camp leaders, you will live in the heart of the organization and share
daily life with the whole team of Citrus. Your actions will be in accordance with the objectives 3 and
4 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of good health and well-being and of quality education.

Work : You will take part in the creation of the new garden of Citrus. By defining plots of land,
creating signs or decorating the different zones, you will give shape to the garden with natural
materials.
In order to encourage the biodiversity of the site, you will build a bug’s hotel and birdhouses. By
hiking around Citrus, you will discover the typical plant and animal life of the area, and create fun
signs for the international volunteers to come.
From Monday to Friday, mornings will be dedicated to technical work (4 hours per day). Some
volunteers will be in the cooking team, with the referent cook of Citrus, to prepare the meals.

Accommodation and food:  In collective tents of 8 beds, with wooden floor and beds. Please
bring a sleeping bag and a pillow if you wish. Bathrooms, kitchen and refectory are in a building
nearby. Wifi isn’t accessible and there is no washing machine, but you can wash your clothes by
hand.
As a group, you will be responsible for cleaning the place and cooking the meals, guided by the
campleaders. Some choices will be made to encourage local and seasonal products.

Location: on the site of Citrus organisation, in the village of Laguépie. It  is 100km away from
Toulouse, between Albi and Montauban

Leisure activities:  In the afternoons and evenings, let your creativity talk ! Those times will be
organised all  together with the group. You will  be able to enjoy swimming in the nearby river,
visiting medieval  villages,  or  going for  a kayak ride!  With the help of  the camp leaders,  you’ll
organize events to connect with the local community, such as international dinners.

Closest train station : Laguépie 82250

Closest airport : Toulouse-Blagnac (31000)

Arrival : Laguépie train station between 4pm and 6pm. Campleaders will pick you up.

SJ/TRI73   FROM WAR TO PEACE   02/09-23/09   RENO   10 vols   18-30

Project:  Located at the mouth of the Charente, the Fouras peninsula is home to 3 ports and 5
beaches of the Atlantic coast.  In an idyllic setting with a view of Fort  Boyard, the worksite will
consist of the renovation of the Vauban fort, also called the Semaphore fort, which is in reality the
medieval fortified castle of Fouras. It protected the city from a possible invasion from an enemy
landing by the ocean. It is surrounded by 17th century fortifications: platforms, curtain walls and
massive towers. This workcamp is part of the continuity of the partnership with the town of Fouras
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and its desire to pursue local development actions (renovation work camp on the Fort de l'Aiguille
as  well),  through  the  intercultural  dynamics  allowed  by  the  volunteer  youth  workcamps.  Your
actions will be in accordance with the objective 11 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of
sustainable cities and communities.

Work:  You will work on the restoration of a part of the Vauban Fort, namely the façade of the
northern front. Accompanied by a specialized technical supervisor, you will first have to ensure the
de-vegetation of the facade, then the de-jointing and the repointing with limemotar mortar. Other
traditional masonry work and stone cutting are planned, which will allow you to familiarize yourself
with these techniques. It  is a physical job, but in an idyllic setting by the ocean. You will  work
approximately 6 hours per day.

Accommodation and food: It will be collective, under tents at the Fouras campsite (pool, multi-
sports area, WIFI, snack...). You will have a vehicle available for all mobility in the region. Food will
be provided for breakfast,  lunch and dinner (you have a food budget which the facilitators will
manage and communicate with you throughout the work). The meals will be prepared, in turn, by
you, especially for lunch and dinner while respecting environmental values and local resources, as
well as the culture of each and everyone (hot and cold dishes as well as vegetarian and vegan will
be prepared).

Location: Fouras-les-Bains, Charente-Maritime

Leisure activities:  You can enjoy many water activities,  such as fishing and sailing with local
clubs. The beach, bike rides by the sea, beach volleyball and other pleasures are to be discovered.
You can also visit museums as well as some cities such as La Rochelle and Rochefort. Your visit
will favor the meeting with locals who are looking forward to seeing you, especially at table for an
international diner party or the Music Festival, among other summer events!

Closest train station: Rochefort

Closest airport: Bordeaux

Arrival : At Rochefort train station, between 4pm and 6 pm. The facilitators will shuttle between the
station and the place of accommodation.

SJ/TRI81   HISTORY OF THE ATLANTIC COAST    16/09-07/10   RENO   10 vols   18-30

Project: For several years, Île d'Aix has been hosting international workcamps for the restoration
of Fort Liédot, including the Saint Eulard battérie built in 1860 to protect the country from English
invasions.  However,  this  place  of  war  is  today  a  vector  of  peace  understood  by  Solidarités
Jeunesses, the Île d’Aix City Hall and the Conservatoire du littoral. In order to continue the actions
of conservation and restoration of the heritage of the island, while promoting its dynamism and
local development,  the young international volunteers will  have the opportunity to continue the
work of the preceding group, know the natural landscapes as well as the local culture. Your actions
will be in accordance with the objective 11 of sustainable development (UN) in favor of sustainable
cities and communities.

Work: You will participate, during 13 mornings of 6 hours of work, in the restoration of the wall of
the battery of Saint Eulard of Fort Liédot. The work will consist of vegetating the site in order to do
masonry and traditional stone cutting work on rubble walls. You will have the task of cutting and
replacing  the  stones  and  then  de-jointing  and  rejoining  the  wall,  with  hydraulic  chaux.  In  the
afternoon,  the  international  volunteers  will  be  able  to  visit  and  enjoy  local  culture  as  well  as
carrying out raising-awareness activities about interculturality and sustainable development.
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Accommodation and food: The accommodation will be collective, in shared rooms (4 beds), at
the Armand Fallières accommodation center, near Fort Liédot. You will have bicycles for walking
and going to the work site. Food will be provided for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Meals will be
prepared, in turn, by you, especially for lunch and dinner, while respecting environmental values
and local resources, as well as the culture of each and everyone (hot and cold dishes as well as
vegetarian and vegan will be prepared).

Leisure activities: On the island, you can enjoy many nautical activities, such as fishing on foot
and sailing with local clubs! The beach, bike rides by the sea, beach volleyball and other pleasures
are to be enjoyed. You can also visit forts and museums as well as some cities like La Rochelle
and Rochefort or visit the island’s school to share your cultures with local children. The highlights
of the stay will favor the meeting with locals who are looking forward to seeing you, especially for
the international meal party!

Closest train station: Rochefort (17300)

Arrival: You take a bus between 4 and 6 pm from the Rochefort train station to the port of Fouras.
Then, you take the boat at 7pm to the Island of Aix where the animators will be waiting for you.

SJ/TRI02   LIVING BOOKS   30/09-21/10   CULT   8 vols   18-30

Project: The Haute Saintonge Library Network seeks to bring the culture of books to life in the
region. Thus, a partnership with the Maison des Bateleurs – Solidarités Jeunesses was created in
order  to  connect  international  young  people  with  local  people  in  an  intercultural  and  literary
atmosphere  to  make  alive  a  practice  eager  to  continue  living  among  the  public  of  all  ages,
especially the youth.

Work: You will participate in the creation of a literary atlas with locals. This creation comes from the
writing  and  reading  workshops  carried  out  in  the  libraries  of  the  region.  In  addition,  you  will
participate in interculturality workshops.

Accommodation and food: You will be sleeping in dorms for 8 people at la Maison des Bateleurs
in Montendre. Sheets, mattresses, pillows will be at your disposal. You will have a van for your
transportation  to  the  workcamp  in  Jonzac  (20  minutes  from  the  house)  and  for  your  travels
throughout the region. Food will be provided for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Each meal will be
prepared each day by teams except  for  breakfast,  while  respecting  the values of  sustainable
development and the culture of  each person (vegetarian and vegan meals are available upon
request).

Location: Jonzac

Leisure activities: You can enjoy many cultural activities such as visiting historic cities such as
Jonzac, Blaye, Rochefort, La Rochelle, Bordeaux, among others. You can also take advantage of
the surrounding forests for hiking or enjoy the good moments at the beach on the coast of the
Gironde.

Closest train station: Montendre

Closest airport: Bordeaux

Time and directions to the meeting point: Montendre train station at 6pm. The campleaders will
shuttle you from the station to the accommodation.

SDG : 4 Quality Education
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FAMIL  Y   WORKCAMP  S  

The participation fees for children under 11 years old are 50 €. For children above 11 and adults,
the participation fees are 100 €.
Open to 1 child (5-15 y.o.) + 1 parent minimum.

SJ/FAM60   THE MELTING POT FESTIVAL   

Project:  Participate  in  the  development  of  a  workshop  for  young  and  old,  professionals  and
neophytes, sounds interesting, isn’tit? Join us and come discover the Hameau de Vaunières and
its natural setting at 1173 meters above sea level ! Vaunières, a hamlet unlike anyother ! Lost at
the end of the Buëch valley, at the heart of the Hautes Alpes, the association Les Villages des
Jeunes has managed, organised, and renovated the residential center of Vaunières since 1964 !
Vaunières was a former small mountain village that today has become a sort of launching pad for
local youth and adults,  but it’s  also a venue used to host French and international volunteers.
Vaunières is a vacation destination for many families, tourists, and constituent groups who come to
take advantage of  the calm mountain  atmosphere and the dynamics of  the environment.  The
workcamps that we organise at Vaunières with volunteers from all countries allow us to reinforce
the cultural diversity of our engagement and make this site a place that is open to the world, where
people of all ages and of all social and cultural backgrounds agree to meet each other and work to
get her while participating in life within a community. The activities at the Faïfarm are in line with
several objectives of sustainable development by a responsible consumption and production, by a
functioning  which  wants  to  be  equal  for  each  person  present,  by  an  attention  brought  to  a
participative education of quality and this since its origin and also the wish to take part in the well
being and the good health of  the people.   We hope that you too, a volunteer from France or
abroad, will come with this spirit of openness and collaboration that fuels our project !

Work: This  summer's  workcamp  will  be  in  full  swing  to  prepare  the  scenography  (decor,
preparation of spaces) for the Melting Pot festival organised by the Vaunières volunteer team. This
project is suitable for young and old alike, and will involve creativity and a little technical work. The
aim of the game is to allow everyone to bring a little bit of themselves in order to welcome the
public in the universe of the Melting Pot theme (not yet defined but as an indication there were
Pirates, Witches). You will be accompanied by our team of technical supervisors and volunteers to
express your creative ideas in a process of recovery and use of materials and materials with low
environmental impact. In the end of the workcamp, you will take part to the festival.

Accommodation and food: Accommodation will be in individual tents, which will be provided, as
well as mattresses, on the camping areas of the Vaunières hamlet, with access to showers, toilets,
and cooking facilities. There is no WIFI. But you will meet people from all over the world! Lunch will
be taken with all the people on the site, so you will only have to have breakfast and dinner with the
families on the site. You will take it in turns to cook, so that we can taste several specialities! Here,
we pay attention to what we eat, to reduce our impact on the planet, we try to eat a maximum of
local products and we eat meat twice a week. The collective life is organised together: organisation
of menus (vegetarian, vegan and other specific diets possible), shopping, activities, etc. Bring a
mattress, a good duvet (the nights can be chilly) and a pillow (to be adapted to your needs).

Location: Le Hameau de Vaunières, 6km from the village St Julien en Beauchêne, is 23km away
from the main city, Veynes. Grocery shopping, which will be conducted once or twice a week, will
be organised using our vehicles.

Leisure activities: We will be in an exceptional location to discover the joys of hiking among the
mountains,  its  rivers,  its  lakes,  the  farmers  markets,  and  festive  events  organized  in  the
surrounding  villages  (depending  on  programming).  As  a  group,  we’ll  decide  the  activities  and
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outings that we want to set up (subject to distance). Once a week, the welcome center generally
organises an evening of music with homemade wood fired pizzas.

Closest train station : Lus-La-Croix-Haute (26620) and Veynes-Dévoluy. The meeting times at
the arrival train station will be communicated to you on the route map (no times available at this
time).

Closest airports: Marseille or Lyon.

Participation fee: 50€ for children under 10, 100€ for adults and children over 11.

SJ/FAM71   THE SUMMER VEGETABLE GARDEN   23/08-30/08   ENVI/CULT    15 vols   5+
SJ/FAM83   THE VEGETABLE GARDEN: A FAMILY ADVENTURE   24/10-31/10   ENVI /CULT  
10 vols   5+

Project:  The  objective  of  this  workcamp  is,  thanks  to  exchanges  and  a  transfer  of  inter-
generational knowledge, to awaken you to sustainable development.  Sustainable development,
like permaculture is rooted in the organization's values and is transversal in our actions. This is
why, Maison des Bateleurs-Solidarités Jeunesses has undertaken for several years the creation of
an environment pole (a phytosanitary basin, dry toilets, a compost, an organic garden, the use of
the surrounding natural resources, are some examples). Your actions will be in accordance with
the  objective  12  of  sustainable  development  (UN)  in  favor  of  sustainable  consumption  and
production.

Work: During this workcamp, you will actively participate in the life of the House and in the different
activities:  collective life  (cooking,  cleaning,  organization,  etc.),  intercultural  exchanges (meeting
with the local population and volunteers of the association), etc. The work will mainly consist of the
maintenance  of  the  vegetable  garden  of  the  House  (sowing,  transplanting,  hoeing,  watering,
harvesting, processing). In addition, you will participate in the maintenance of the compost bins,
the planting pond, the chicken coop, the insect hotel and the bamboo grove. You will work in the
garden in the mornings, adapting the rhythm to the youngest.

Accommodation  and  food:  You  will  sleep  in  dorms  (8  people)  at  Maison  des  Bateleurs,
Montendre. You will have a vehicle available for all mobility in the region. Food will be provided for
breakfast,  lunch  and  dinner  (you  have  a  food  budget  which  the  facilitators  will  manage  and
communicate with you throughout the work). The meals will be prepared, in turn, by you, especially
for lunch and dinner while respecting environmental values and local resources, as well as the
culture  of  each  and  everyone  (hot  and  cold  dishes  as  well  as  vegetarian  and  vegan  will  be
prepared).

Location: Montendre (17130), Charente-Maritime, near Bordeaux.

Leisure activities:  Tour of the region will be collectively planned as you wish: city visits, ocean,
museums or the Forest House... Interactions with house volunteers will be provided like a pizza
party... This will allow you to see how "Solidarités Jeunesses" works.

Closest train station: Montendre

Closest airport: Bordeaux

Arrival : At Montendre train station, between 4pm and 6 pm. The facilitators will shuttle between
the station and the place of accommodation.

Participation fee: 50€ for children under 10, 100€ for adults and children over 11.
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MTV PROJECT

Volunteers need to stay for the total duration of the project. A Skype interview will be organized after
receiving the VEF + motivation letter of the applicants.

SJ/MTV16   A RURAL, RESPONSIBLE AND INTERNATIONAL NIGHT MARKET   01/07-02/09
ENVI/ANIM   4 vols   18+

Project: Montendre is a small village in the middle of the pines, which has been home to one of the
international  centers  of  Solidarités  Jeunesses  since  1996:  the  Maison  des  Bateleurs.  Every
summer, for the past 25 years, the commune has organized its weekly night market in partnership
with many local  actors  (social  center,  local  associations,  shopkeepers,  etc.).  As  the first  night
market in the Haute Saintonge region, this local event brings a strong dynamic to the area. This
year,  the  will  is  to  integrate  the  notion  of  "responsible  consumption"  on  the  market,  through
awareness actions and experimentation around waste sorting and waste, while associating the
international dimension! It is in this sense that the commune of Montendre wished to create an
international work camp, around its local summer event, in order to integrate it into a sustainable,
responsible  and  international  dynamic.  It  will  be  an  opportunity  to  talk  about  commitment,
citizenship and volunteering. Your actions will be in accordance with the objective 12 of sustainable
development (UN) in favor of sustainable consumption and production. 

Work: First, you will  have to help with the logistical organization of the market, i.e.  set up the
stands,  support  the needs of  the local  associations and structures participating in  the market.
Secondly, you will have the mission to hold a stand to raise awareness about waste sorting and
waste. The stand and the workshops will be created before the market with the help of a technical
animator (creation of displays, awareness workshops, sorting garbage cans, etc.) Finally, this will
also be an opportunity, through your presence and your commitment under the colors of Solidarités
Jeunesses, to inform about commitment, volunteering and mobility!

Accommodation and food: You will sleep in collective dormitories (8 places), at the international
Bateleurs reception house, in Montendre, where you will  have all  the accommodations at your
disposal. You will have a vehicle for transport to the site and also to explore the region. Food will
be provided for breakfast,  lunch and dinner (you have a food budget which the facilitators will
manage and communicate with you throughout the work). The meals will be prepared, in turn, by
you, especially for lunch and dinner while respecting environmental values and local resources, as
well as the culture of each and everyone (hot and cold dishes as well as vegetarian and vegan will
be prepared).

Location: Montendre, Charente Maritime, 65 km from Bordeaux.

Leasure activities:  The goal will  be to exchange your cultural wealth with the inhabitants and
associations of  Montendre. Visits of the region will  be organized collectively according to your
desires: visits of cities, ocean, museums, etc. Interactions with the host center will be regularly
proposed: pizza night, game night, etc. 

Closest train station: Montendre (17 130) 

Closest airport: Bordeaux-Mérignac

Arrival : At Montendre train station, between 4pm and 6 pm. The facilitators will shuttle between
the station and the place of accommodation.
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